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GEORGIAN NATO ACCESSION AND POTENTIAL IMPACTS
ON THE GEORGIAN-ABKHAZ PEACE PROCESS
14th Conference in the Series Aspects of the Georgian-Abkhaz Conﬂict
Organized by the Heinrich-Boell Foundaon, Berlin, Tbilisi and
the Center for Cizen Peacebuilding at the University of California, Irvine
Istanbul, Turkey, June 14-15, 2007
Introductory Remarks of the Organizers
Since the events that transpired in the Kodori Gorge in the summer
of 2007 oﬃcial negoaons under the auspices of the United Naons
and the Geneva Process have seen no progress. Relaons between
the two sides were further aggravated in the fall of 2007 by incidents
in border zones. These events have also strained informal civil society
dialogues. Organizers and supporters of these dialogues from both sides
are cricized by their governments and domesc polical opponents who
maintain that such dialogues are ineﬀecve.
In this context two issues important to internaonal polics play
an important role: the decision about the future internaonally recognized status of Kosovo,
and the possible accession of Georgia into NATO within this decade. Both these issues provoke
serious polical controversies and contradictory polical analysis between and within the
conﬂicng pares. These two topics also evoke emoons which themselves have repercussions
on the negoaon process and conﬁdence building between Georgians and Abkhaz. This
is parcularly the case with NATO accession talks which incite fears or hopes in Abkhaz and
Georgian sociees.
Consequently, the organizers of this conference oﬀered a forum
to their Georgian and Abkhaz partners where the public on both sides
of the divide could transparently discuss the requisites and possible
consequences of Georgia’s accession into NATO among themselves and
together with internaonal experts. Fundamental controversies and
clashes of interest were not expected to be resolved at this conference, but
the discussions and resulng conference report, policy recommendaons,
and published proceedings (in press) helped clarify the issues, and
provided insights into the movaons and interests behind the diﬀerent
posions.
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Of the 26 parcipants 7 were Georgians, and 7 were Abkhaz. None of these parcipants
has direct polical responsibility, but they all have authority in their ﬁelds as social sciensts,
journalists, advisors and NGO representaves. The other 12 parcipants were internaonal
experts, including representaves from NATO, the European Union, think tanks, universies and
NGOs in Europe and the United States. This was the ﬁrst me that people from Abkhazia had an
opportunity to meet a NATO representave. All parcipants spoke on their own behalf, not that
of their organizaons. Please see the complete list of parcipants in the Appendix.
Those who parcipated in the conference support the principle that it is beer to talk with
each other than past one another. They all hold the convicon that both sides of the GeorgianAbkhaz conﬂict have earned the right to have their perspecve heard in a respecul manner.
Both sides are legimate and necessary partners in the search for soluons to this conﬂict. They
believe that aer everything that has happened in the past few decades in the Georgian-Abkhaz
relaonship the only worthy alternave is a selement without war.
The conference theme—the impact of possible NATO accession of Georgia--is an extremely
delicate issue for both Georgians and Abkhaz. The overwhelming majority of Georgians support
NATO integraon and hope to achieve this as fast as possible in order to preserve Georgia’s
independence by anchoring itself to the West. They consider early accession into NATO as a
foregone conclusion. Voices from the region and the West expressing doubts are not welcome.
For some Georgians it seems ridiculous to discuss such a highly sensive issue with the opponents
from Abkhazia.
This theme is also problemac for the Abkhaz parcipants. Many people in Abkhazia already
regard meengs with Georgians in today’s tense polical situaon as suspect. Furthermore, how
will they consider a meeng joined by NATO representaves, an alliance that many in Abkhazia
regard as a staunch supporter of the Georgian posion with its enormous military, polical and
economic power. From an Abkhaz perspecve Russia is jusﬁed in admonishing possible NATO
expansion into the South Caucasus as dangerous and aggressive.
This is the fourth conference co-organized by our Georgian and Abkhaz colleagues,
the Heinrich-Boell Foundaon, and the Center for Cizen Peacebuilding at the University of
California. The project was started by the University of California, Irvine in 1994, a year aer
the Abkhaz-Georgian ceaseﬁre. That year it seemed that ten years or more would be needed
before ordinary Georgians and Abkhaz would sit in the same room, let alone have a frank and
construcve dialogue. Fortunately, it only took a few years for that to happen.
If we look back to where we were when this project began in 1994 and see where we
are today, 13 years later, it shows dramacally how long it takes to get back to some kind of
normalcy in relaons between people aer much bloodshed in an armed conﬂict. Our work is
to help facilitate understanding and healing between the communies, but also to prevent any
resumpon of violence so that the peace process can connue to make steady progress.
All previous 13 conferences have resulted in complete proceedings that are published and
distributed throughout the region, and posted online. Today we have a total of thirteen volumes.
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The proceedings of these conferences are published in Russian. The previous 13 volumes are at
hp://www.socsci.uci.edu/~cpb/progs/projpubs.htm. This conference has resulted in the 14th
volume. We recorded all the conversaons and transcribed them so that not only the people
in the room beneﬁt from the exchange, but also those working at the oﬃcial level of the peace
process, the public at large, and the internaonal community. We hope that this report and our
ongoing dialogue project can contribute to a mutually sasfactory soluon of this conﬂict that
will meet the needs of all the people aﬀected ﬂict.
The report proceeds with highlights of all the papers presented in the three panels,
summaries of the quesons, answers and comments made in the discussions by all the
parcipants, detailed policy recommendaons, and a list of the parcipants.
Paula Garb, the Center for Cizen Peacebuilding, University of California, Irvine
Walter Kaufmann, the Heinrich-Boell Foundaon, Berlin, Tbilisi
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GEORGIAN NATO ACCESSION AND POTENTIAL IMPACTS
ON THE GEORGIAN-ABKHAZ PEACE PROCESS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE CONFERENCE REPORT
The conference agenda consisted of three sets of quesons. The ﬁrst set examined what
NATO stands for today, what the percepons are of NATO in the East and West, what NATO
demands of its members and what it guarantees them. The panelists in the ﬁrst part of the
conference, NATO experts working in France and Germany, Jan Hendrik van Thiel and Susanne
Nies, explained the conﬂicng percepons of NATO against the background of the organizaon’s
unclear identy in the challenging global security environment that has developed since 9/11.
They noted that in the West NATO is regarded as an organizaon that is extending stability and
security across the Euro-Atlanc area through enlargement or partnerships. In the East NATO is
viewed more as a compeng actor whose role is to contain or even roll back Russia. This tension is
reﬂected in discussions around the issue of Georgia’s accession into NATO. It is further heightened
by tensions over the organizaon’s globalizaon of its missions and capabilies through global
partners outside the Euro-Atlanc region in the face of internaonal terrorism.
Susanne Nies and Jan-Hendrick van Thiel explained that an important NATO guarantee to
members is Arcle 5, which states that if one member is threatened externally the other NATO
members must give their support. They also noted that NATO demands its members to commit
to the polical and economic principles underpinning democracy and to parcipate in eﬀorts
to defend their common security. The panelists could not recall any sancons used against a
NATO member or ally that engaged in acon unacceptable to NATO. Panelists talked about how
NATO membership has impacted Central European countries such that if they used to regard
themselves as the West of the East they now have a somewhat humiliang posion as the East
of the West. They cited this as a factor in clashes between Poland and the European Union. At the
same me it was pointed out that one of the most important assets in being a NATO member is
experience in mullateralism, which was completely lacking in the Soviet bloc.
The second set of quesons dealt with how realisc an early accession of Georgia into
NATO is and what factors would inﬂuence the decision. Most of the NATO experts at the conference
predicted that Georgia would get MAP status (Membership Acon Plan) and that the Georgian
government’s level of cooperaon in fulﬁlling NATO’s requirements for reforms indicated that
Georgia had a good chance of early accession. The conference was held a few months before
the Saakashvili government responded harshly to strong opposion acons, which called into
queson Georgia’s ability to meet the requirements necessary for MAP. This may change aer
the Georgian presidenal elecons in January 2008.
The panelist from Russia, Andrey Ryabov, predicted that the current relaons of the US
and the EU with Russia will have an inhibing inﬂuence on whether Georgia becomes a member
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of NATO. He maintained that Russia would not agree in the near future to a shi in the balance
of power to the US and NATO, which Russia believes would happen in the South Caucasus if
Georgia joins the alliance. The parcipant from NATO headquarters, James Mackey, responded
to this concern by arguing that Russia’s economic and polical power would always guarantee its
importance in these regions, and that Russia stands only to gain from Georgia and its neighbors
becoming democrac and thus more stable and reliable partners.
Mackey predicted that if the Georgian government carries out the spulated reforms and
makes an honest eﬀort to pursue peaceful conﬂict resoluon, the Abkhaz and South Ossean
conﬂicts would not act as a veto. The conﬂicts would not have to be resolved before NATO would
accept Georgia. Mackey could not give speciﬁc details about how this will be done in pracce
or when Georgia would get MAP status or NATO membership. He pointed out, however, that
“NATO has been quite invenve in thinking about creang soluons to unique problems.”
Several internaonal and Georgian parcipants raised concerns that NATO would overlook
substanal faults with the Georgian reform process in its rush to integrate Georgia, and that this
would be detrimental both to Georgian society and to NATO. Some internaonal and all the
Abkhaz parcipants cricized NATO for considering Georgia as a potenal member given that
the country has two unresolved conﬂicts and a troubled process of democrazaon. A panelist,
Bruno Coppieters, predicted that Georgian accession into NATO before the resoluon of the
conﬂicts would prevent violent conﬂicts between Russia and Georgia, and Abkhazia and Georgia,
but would further freeze the Georgian-Abkhaz and the Georgian-Russian conﬂicts.
The third set of quesons focused on how possible Georgian accession into NATO would
impact the Georgian-Abkhaz peace process. In Georgia the prospect of its entry into NATO raises
high hopes for restoraon of its territorial integrity. In Abkhazia it conjures up fears. According
to the Abkhaz panelist, Vyacheslav Chirikba, the factors that are seen in Abkhazia as a threat if
Georgia joins NATO are (1) NATO signiﬁcantly improves Georgia’s military capacity which could
lead to Georgia using NATO’s polical and military might to militarily reintegrate Abkhazia into
Georgia; (2) Georgia’s entry into NATO before a polical selement of the Georgian-Abkhaz
conﬂict would postpone indeﬁnitely Abkhazia’s internaonal recognion; (3) Georgia’s NATO
membership would help remove Russia completely from the South Caucasus and leave Abkhazia
without any friendly country in the region, and signiﬁcantly weaken Abkhazia militarily, polically,
and economically.
If Georgia starts to implement the Membership Acon Plan (MAP) the Georgian
perspecve, explained by Shalva Pichkhadze from Georgia, is that (1) the West will persuade
Georgia to make compromises to suit Abkhazia in order to reach a selement; (2) the West will
persuade Abkhazia to remain within the framework of reasonable demands; (3) the West will try
to make both sides refrain from hoslies, promising them the prospect of European integraon.
If events develop in this way, Georgia might be forced to give up one of its key demands, the
return of refugees/IDPs in the foreseeable future because their mass return is the worst of all
possible scenarios for the Abkhaz. If Georgia becomes a NATO member without resoluon of
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the conﬂicts (1) the inﬂuence of Russia in the conﬂict regions will decrease (2) Georgia might
receive its “carrot” without a “sck” and thus might lose its incenve for compromise, as was the
case of Cyprus and EU membership. If events develop in this direcon Tbilisi might be tempted
to take a more uncompromising posion, even with regard to NATO. This might push Tbilisi and
the refugees/IDPs toward a more unceremonious atude towards the Abkhaz, to kindling a
revanchisc mood among the refugees/IDPs, and that could provoke interethnic confrontaon.
A more opmisc Georgian scenario is that with NATO’s help (or the help of countries in NATO,
or the EU, or the OSCE) eﬀorts will connue to ﬁnd mutually sasfactory compromises. Another
possible scenario outlined is that Georgia’s entry into NATO would increase asymmetry between
the two sides and could threaten the survival of Abkhazia.
All agreed that NATO can play an important role not only by urging Georgia to use only
peaceful means to resolve its conﬂicts, but by giving rigorous and crical feedback to Georgia on
how it is doing in the peace process and in democrazaon. Parcipants agreed with countries
in NATO that believe Georgia should sign a nonaggression statement. All parcipants expressed
enthusiasm for the complementary role that the EU can play with its comprehensive conﬁdence
building measures to facilitate increased interacon between Tbilisi and the conﬂict regions,
open up the isolated regions to Europe, and lay the foundaons for problem solving through
dialogue and cooperaon.
The conference concluded with parcipants recognizing that the diﬃcules and frustraons
of the Georgians and Abkhaz, as well as members of the internaonal community trying to help
bring peace to the region are legimate and understandable. The conﬂict is complex and the
soluons are not simple. Parcipants also felt that the discussions revealed more quesons than
answers about the impact that NATO accession would have on the conﬂict. More clariﬁcaon is
needed in both sociees about the role of NATO and the EU, as well as more exposure of these
organizaons to the realies of Georgian and Abkhaz domesc developments and relaons.
The conference resulted in the following policy recommendaons:
•

Use NATO’s extensive public diplomacy program to beer inform the people and their
leaders in Georgia/Abkhazia about the organizaon’s values, principles, and policies.

•

Open direct channels of communicaon between NATO/EU and Abkhaz civil society and
Georgian civil society.

•

Implement a wide range of conﬁdence building measures through the EU, other regional
organizaons, and internaonal organizaons.

•

The EU and EC should consider establishing a European university in Abkhazia.

•

Change the oﬃcial negoaon format within the legal constraints of internaonal
organizaons in order to concentrate more on a process of creave and construcve
eﬀorts toward a mutually sasfactory resoluon of the conﬂict rather than try to ﬁt a
prescribed outcome to a process.

•

NATO should encourage the Georgian government to sign the declaraon on
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•
•

•

nonresumpon of hoslies, and to refrain from making statements about reserving the
right to use force.
NATO and the EU should encourage the Georgian and Abkhaz authories to allow oﬃcials
to parcipate in nongovernmental Abkhaz-Georgian conﬁdence building meengs.
NATO oﬃcials should seek every opportunity to answer all possible quesons that arise
about how this process of NATO accession can guarantee peace and stability in the conﬂict
zones.
Some coordinaon, a division of labor and synergy is needed between NATO and the EU
to promote their agendas in the region.
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PANEL I. AN OVERVIEW OF THE ROLE AND FUNCTION OF NATO TODAY AND HOW THE
ACCESSION PROCESS FUNCTIONS
PAPER: The Evoluon of Percepons of NATO in the East and West
Jan Henrik van Thiel. French Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs
…The situaon today in this phase of NATO’s evoluon is characterized by conﬂicng
percepons against the background of NATO’s unclear identy in a new and challenging global
security environment. Fundamental changes in recent years are the obvious ones. The terrorist
aacks on 9/11 on the twin towers in NY clearly changed the security agenda and put forward
the new threat posed by internaonal terrorism, especially if it is linked to weapons of mass
destrucon, and secondly, more on the polical side, the war in Iraq, what was conceived and
carried out outside of NATO by a coalion of the willing.
Nevertheless in the picture of percepons today there are
some constant elements in the West. In Europe the percepon is that
the United States, preferably through NATO, remains necessary for the
security of the connent because European allies lack capabilies to
tackle new threats like the ones I just described. Europe and between
Europe and the United States the percepons vary signiﬁcantly. Among
the new members of NATO, the former members of the Warsaw Pact, the
main percepon of NATO is and remains a role of containment of Russia,
perhaps, even a hold back of Russia, to guarantee their independence
and their anchorage in the West.
In the United States the main percepon is that NATO is not necessary to guarantee its
own security. The US has all the capabilies to ensure itself. But it might be an instrument to
complement its own strategies. If you look more closely, you might idenfy two phases. One
phase is between 2002 and 2005, when the US clearly gave signals to the Europeans that they
thought NATO was an instrument of minor importance. The US might go through NATO if it suits
the US, or the US would act unilaterally in a coalion of the willing when it was more convenient.
NATO in this case was regarded as a tool kit. From 2005 onwards we can idenfy a second phase of
a rebalancing of this atude, in which the US seems to perceive NATO as an instrument of bigger
importance, or even the main instrument to protect its security policy agenda around the world.
But, and this is important to note, this new percepon is based
“… NATO should get out
of its mainly military approach to security and develop civil and civil-military
capabilies and approaches to security issues.”
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on one condion, that NATO is actually profoundly reformed and
transformed. Only then it might play a major role.
I’ll give you a few short points. In this respect I see ﬁrst
that NATO has to gain the capabilies to act globally. One thing is
enlargement in the area of stability. The other one, and the more
controversial one, is the establishment of global partnerships that

can tackle all security threats on a global level. Second, NATO has to have a holisc approach to
security. That means NATO should get out of its mainly military approach to security and develop
civil and civil-military capabilies and approaches to security issues. And third, of course, to
remain relevant in American percepons NATO needs to develop capabilies either on the level
of the allies themselves or on the level of the alliance, capabilies such as the NATO response
force, or on the European level the bale groups.
One point that is more important here in respect to this conference is that the United
States, unlike most of its Western European allies, shares the percepon that NATO’s enlargement
is a way to contain or even roll back Russia’s inﬂuence. That is not something you will hear oen
in public speeches, but you might hear it from oﬃcials in Washington.
To summarize, you have today two major changes in the West. You have, on one hand,
the percepon of NATO as an organizaon that sll has a philosophy to extend stability and
security through the Euro-Atlanc area by extension of its structures through enlargement or
partnerships. On the other hand, you have a percepon of NATO that it is more a compeng or
acve actor in the security policy agenda that might also have the role to contain or even roll
back compeng internaonal actors. There is some tension between the two roles, a tension
also found in the discussions around Georgian enlargement. These percepons are reinforced by
the third level that I just touched on, that is the globalizaon of NATO’s missions and capabilies.
This makes this tension even more palpable.
Moscow apparently has drawn its own conclusions. You can hear very openly in Moscow
today that they prefer NATO not to exist. Because that is impossible, they probably will connue
with this dual track approach that I just described. A queson for discussion is whether the
percepon they try acvely to create of absolute red lines not to be crossed, in terms of the
possible accession of the Ukraine or Georgia, is a real one or is a polical game like the one we
had in the ﬁrst series of enlargements? What would it mean if this percepon is real, and what
does it mean if it is not?
PAPER: Perspecves on NATO Enlargement and its Impact on the Organizaon and New Members
in Central and Eastern Europe.
Susanne Nies. Instut de Relaons Internaonales et Strategiques, Paris
The debate on the role of NATO last year at the Riga summit,
which is an ongoing debate, was about what role NATO should play16
years aer the end of the Cold War. This organizaon is sll very much
in crisis. That’s true also for the European Union, and for the OSCE. The
debate is about the mission, the polical role, the global alliances, and
partnerships. There are many ris on that point. The French would like to
limit NATO to a more tradional role, like the one it had before the end
of the Cold War…
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In 1993 for the ﬁrst me a common European foreign and security policy was put in place.
The common European defense policy today has had much operaon since 2003, especially
in Europe in the Balkan states. It’s as if Europe was back aer the failure we had in the early
1990s.
Since 1996 the Berlin Plus agreement ensures that military operaons without
parcipaon of the US, and only using NATO materiel are possible only in the framework of
humanitarian rescue, and the peace work agenda. That was a direct consequence of Dayton,
of the intervenon. The U.S. wanted the Europeans to be in charge of their own security. And
so the idea was we’ll give you some materiel, get engaged in your own situaons, and don’t
be independent from NATO. U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said there were three
major risks linked to such an independent European defense that is decoupled from the US.
There could be similar missions and also discriminaon which means that non EU and non NATO
member states could be discriminated against. I think this was a good percepon if you see today
the trouble we have with Turkey and Cyprus.
Now I’ll discuss some basic points about enlargement. First, the impact on new members.
In many ways this impact is about homogenizaon. The impact is not only in the military, but
in the structure, organizaon, and commitment to Arcle 5. We
“In many ways this impact have the new members and we have their neighbors who are
is about homogenizaon.” nonmember states and who can give cause for tension. This is
true for the Central European states. They regard themselves
as the West of the East. Now they have become the East of the West, which is in many ways
humiliang. I think the current clashes we have between Poland and the European Union are
very much about that.
Second, the impact on the organizaon. The EU and NATO
have always been subject to major crises aer new members
“The EU and NATO have
join because of diﬀerent cultures, for instance the cultural clash
always been subject to
major crises aer new
between the Soviet experience and the Western European
members join because of
experience. There has been a debate about intelligence sharing in
diﬀerent cultures…”
a small alliance versus a huge alliance. It is challenging to integrate
all these new member states, all these former Soviet bloc states.
Membership debates are huge debates. This is also very much overlooked here in the
former Soviet bloc countries. In Eastern Europe there’s a romanc idea about the commitment of
the United States to Eastern Europe. My experse is in the Balc region. Aer many discussions
with the Americans and the decision makers of the me there was a reluctance to include the
Balc states, especially because of Russia. Many members of the Partnership for Peace in NATO,
which was a bit like the European Neighborhood Policy in the EU, called it a Partnership for
Postponement. This process helped these countries win me and get used to cooperaon, and
has been quite successful.
The 1997 Russia and Ukraine Founding Act, which was raﬁed in Paris with the three
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ﬁrst new members geng in, Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic geng in, is subject to
many changes... This ﬁrst enlargement was lobbied by Madeleine Albright, originang from
Czechoslovakia in 1997. Germany had some hesitaon and was very much in favor of Hungary.
France wanted Romania and Slovenia to be in the ﬁrst round. Later came the discussion about
the Balc states. This was the most diﬃcult issue because they were a part of the former Soviet
Union. A pressure group was set up and very eﬃcient lobbying was carried out, especially in
Washington. The US asked the EU to take the ﬁrst step. NATO accession was postponed unl
2004...
Next year in Bucharest the decision will be made to take in three new member states—
Albania, Croaa, Macedonia... Georgia is likely to get MAP status next year in Bucharest, and
someday will come into NATO. The Ukraine discussion clearly has been dropped. The Bush
administraon is lobbying for Ukraine, but in Europe the idea sll meets with rejecon. In the case
of Georgia we have some more challenging issues, such as the unresolved conﬂicts in Abkhazia
and South Ossea.
DISCUSSION
Paata Zakareishvili. What are the diﬀerences between Germany and
France with regard to NATO accession? Before Sarkozy became president,
it seemed that France was against Georgia’s membership?
Jan Hendrik van Thiel. In general terms, the French and the German
posions on this queson are similar. On the principle side it’s clear.
Any European country that fulﬁlls the criteria can join NATO. It’s an open
door policy. It’s legally and polically clear cut. But you have to fulﬁll the
criteria.
Arda Inal-Ipa. If the goal of NATO is stabilizaon doesn’t the enlargement
process, or the rush to start the process provoke Russia to change its
policy to militarize? What was the movaon in NATO not to accept
the countries with unresolved conﬂicts? There are diﬀerent conﬂicts.
Our Abkhaz-Georgian conﬂict is not about the form of autonomy or
federalizaon. It is a conﬂict over our Abkhaz desire to have our own
independent country. Are there diﬀerences in approaches with regard to
this kind of conﬂict?
Jan Hendrik van Thiel. I see there is a certain tension between the two goals. On one hand
enlargement extends the area of stability. On the other hand, it is a power polical approach. I
agree with you that there is a problem of ming, a problem of communicaon.
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Susanne Nies. In regard to unresolved conﬂicts, there is no precedence in NATO for integrang
such a state. The queson of Georgia is very diﬀerent from the other enlargements. There were
many doubts about the integraon of Bulgaria and Romania into the EU this year. Many urged
doing this later because they did not fulﬁll the condions. Then it was done for polical reasons.
Nevertheless I would say that MAP is important.
Archil Gegeshidze. What does MAP entail compared to the IPAP process
(the Individual Partnership Acon Plan)? Is it a connuaon of the
unﬁnished job within the IPAP or is it a qualitavely diﬀerent process
in terms of meeng higher standards of fulﬁlling whatever obligaons
countries have in order to join NATO? What did the Balkan states, such
as Croaa or any other country like it, gain through this process? How
did they improve their country in general terms? Not only in terms of
transformaon of their military sector, but all ﬁve sectors?
Susanne Nies. One important point for MAP is that the defense ministry has to be headed not by
someone in the military, but by a civilian. The military should have no polical role. The diﬀerence
between IPAP and MAP is a promise and is like the European Neighborhood Policy for the EU.
It opens the admission negoaon. So it is much more binding. It is supported. There are many
meengs and exchanges. I don’t think that the Croaans gained very much from that. It’s not a
big issue for Croaa today. What’s important for Croaa is that the EU is next aer NATO.
Jonathan Cohen. Does the process of moving from intensiﬁed dialogue to the Membership Acon
Plan a decision that also have a speciﬁc set of criteria?
Jan Hendrik van Thiel. The answer is clearly no. Intensiﬁed dialogue is, if you look at the diﬀerent
stages of membership, partnership engagement, not a qualiﬁed stage between IPAP, which you
menoned rightly, and MAP. MAP was actually created a long me ago in the run up for the ﬁrst
enlargement to Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic. It was a very thin document, created
to explain to them what it means to be a member and to take a polical approach to it, and a
polical discussion to it. Later the instruments of partnership were developed. The intensiﬁed
dialogue was actually not part of it. The document never stopped to exist. It was not taken
out of circulaon, but it was not applied. Intensiﬁed dialogue is not a necessary step between
IPAP or MAP, or the accession process. It is a polical statement. It is a polical intensiﬁcaon
of a relaonship without MAP. You can actually get directly from IPAP to MAP if the process is
running. The Georgian government knows that very well. Starng MAP in the eyes of some allies
means a polical promise to take you in. So, it’s a strategic decision. That’s why the intensiﬁed
dialogue as a polical instrument was reacvated for the case of Ukraine and Georgia.
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Liana Kvarchelia. The main role that the newly independent states of
Georgia and Ukraine would like to see NATO have in their accession is in
containing Russia. Is there a way to contain Russia in a nonconfrontaonal
way? What would make Russia happy to accept Georgia’s accession
to NATO? What could Russia get in exchange for agreeing to Georgia’s
accession into NATO?
Jan Hendrik
Hendrik van Thiel. Instead of containing Russia, or pushing it back,
we should engage it. We have the NATO Russia Council, a special and
developed framework. There is much less in it than there could be.
Vyacheslav Chirikba. Does NATO plan to involve at some stage other remaining countries in this
area—Azerbaijan and even Armenia?
Susanne Nies. There are no limits. It depends on the desire.
Jan Hendrik van Thiel. The French posion is not in agreement with this. In the Washington
Treaty there is a limit. Accession is limited to European countries because partnership is limited
to OSCE countries. It is not an open process. It is accepted in NATO that Georgia is a European
country. Allies tend to feel less engaged the further you move away.
Basan Hermisson. Mr. van Thiel, you menoned that in France there is a percepon that starng
the MAP process is indirectly a promise of membership, so that’s why there might be reluctance
even to start the process. Because once you start there is no way back and there is no way out.
Do you think that when NATO enlargement reaches a certain stage MAP might become an open
ended process, and thus there might be more willingness to go ahead with the process?
Jan Hendrik van Thiel. I cannot contradict that possibility or speculate about the future. I think
that for the moment the risk is relavely limited that MAP will be transformed in such an open
ended procedure.
Walter Kaufmann. Please elaborate more on the transformave power of NATO accession and
MAP. What are the experiences with other countries with MAP? What are the experiences in
Croaa? Are the reforms driven by NATO expectaons? Can you talk about Croaa, Albania and
other cases?
Jan Hendrik van Thiel. The three MAP countries you menoned are a bit complicated in this
respect because they are doing the same reforms for both NATO and EU accession. The advances
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are considerable in terms of democrazaon and the economy. I can’t say for sure whether the
movaon is stronger due to EU accession or NATO accession. NATO is more directly or exclusively
concerned with the military defense and the democrazaon of the military structure. NATO is
oﬀering the instruments for transformaon. The EU is oﬀering criteria that orient governments.
But the decision is taken by the partners themselves.
Arda Inal-Ipa. Are there some mechanisms in NATO to stop a member from engaging in
unacceptable acvity?
James Mackey. There is not a formal process for sanconing an ally. But things in countries have
happened that were unacceptable to allies and have threatened the values of the alliance. In
those cases very stern messages were sent. The fact that Turkey and Greece have come close to
war for 4 to 5 mes in the last twenty years, but that this has been prevented is largely due to
the informal negoaon and the diplomac pressure that an organizaon like NATO can bring to
bear. The informal es and pressure can be quite strong.
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PANEL II. INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC INTERESTS WILL INFLUENCING THE
DECISION ABOUT GEORGIA’S ACCESSION INTO NATO
PAPER: The Relaonships between Russia and the West as a Factor Inﬂuencing the Prospects of
Georgia’s NATO Accession
Andrey Ryabov, Gorbachev Foundaon and Carnegie Foundaon.
The US and Russia: will the status quo change?
… Russia regards the post Soviet region in the realm of its vital interests
and therefore is wary of any global actor in the region, especially the
United States, cooperang with these countries and involving them in the
US sphere of inﬂuence. Since the Rose Revoluon in Georgia in November
2003, and especially the Ukrainian Orange Revoluon in November 2004,
Moscow has suspected the US of trying to pull the post Soviet countries
away from Russian inﬂuence by supporng opposion forces that would
promote American style democrazaon. Moscow believes that the
ulmate goal is to turn the polical regime in Russia into a compliant pro
Western government. Compeng interests in the Black Sea region have created conﬂict. Since
the beginning of the millennium the US has regarded this region as a strategic corridor that
can provide energy transport routes alternave to the Persian
“… Since the mid 19th cenGulf. Expansion of the military and polical presence of the US
tury, the South Caucasus
has been Russia’s security in the Black Sea region, including the plans for NATO accession of
froner from the south. Ukraine and Georgia, cause serious concerns in Moscow which is
This means that Russia accustomed to regarding these countries in the sphere of its vital
wants as neighbors friendinterests. Since the mid 19th century, the South Caucasus has been
ly or at least neutral countries. If these neighbors Russia’s security froner from the south. This means that Russia
belong to a military-poli- wants as neighbors friendly or at least neutral countries. If these
cal organizaon that Mos- neighbors belong to a militarycow regards as a potenal
polical organizaon that Moscow “… It is unlikely that Russia
threat it upsets Russia’s
will agree in the near future
enre southern security regards as a potenal threat it
to a shi in the balance of
system”.
upsets Russia’s enre southern power to the US and NATO,
security system.
which would happen if
Georgia joins the alliance.
In contrast to the American vision of regional security in It is also unlikely that the
US will do anything unilatthe Black Sea involving the military and polical dominaon of erally that would elicit a
the US in the region based on the support of NATO allies, Russia sharp response from Ruswants the countries in the region to maintain security, especially sia, especially if it would
the countries with the greatest military power, Russia and Turkey. risk destabilizaon in what
for the US is its ﬂank…”
It is unlikely that Russia will agree in the near future to a shi in
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the balance of power to the US and NATO, which would happen if Georgia joins the alliance. It
is also unlikely that the US will do anything unilaterally that would elicit a sharp response from
Russia, especially if it would risk destabilizaon in what for the US is its ﬂank…
Can the European Union inﬂuence the situaon? In contrast to the United States, the European
Union has economic relaons with Russia. Europe gets 44% of its gas from Russia, and 67%
of the coal that Russia exports. Russia’s leaders no longer want the country to become part
of greater Europe. Russia is proud that its good fortune in world markets enables it to be an
independent center of power in the internaonal arena. That is why Moscow will not adapt to
the EU requirements for bilateral economic relaons. Nor will the EU make any excepons to its
rules because of Russia’s “speciﬁc condions.” Russian-European relaons increasingly appear
to be running into a dead end. At the same me both sides are taking steps to diversify risks
because they are both very dependent on each other economically.
It is unlikely that all the countries in the European Union will have the same posion on
Georgia’s NATO accession. Some of the largest countries, such as Germany and Italy, are wary of
these plans. Others, such as Great Britain, support the idea. Moscow will most likely ulize these
diﬀerences between the European countries to create addional obstacles to NATO accession.
Russia will lobby the countries that are most interested in Russia’s energy resources or being a
transit route for these resources—Germany, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, and Hungary… Judging by
how the EU has not tried to persuade the US against deploying its ABMs in Poland and the Czech
Republic, it is unlikely that, if the US ulmately supports Georgia’s integraon into NATO and this
will not risk destabilizaon of the situaon in the Black Sea region, EU countries may not openly
support accession, but they will not oppose it either.
Challenges of the Sochi Olympics in 2014. Because the 2014 Olympics will be held in Sochi on
the Black Sea, Russia might have to lessen its confrontaon with the West and demonstrate its
willingness to compromise in the South Caucasus, in the areas directly adjacent to where the
Olympics will take place…On the other hand, if the most acve an-Western elements in Russia’s
industrial military complex become signiﬁcant, any Russian president will have to bend to the
wishes of such a powerful coalion. Second, some Russian analysts maintain that if Russia turns
its back on Abkhazia it will aggravate the situaon in the western part of Russia’s North Caucasus
inhabited by Circassian ethnic groups related to the Abkhaz. This could destabilize the whole
region and not create a good environment for the Olympics. Third, other analysts predict that
if Russia does not make concessions to the US and the EU, the Olympics will take place with far
fewer parcipants, as was the case during the summer Olympics in Moscow in 1980. In other
words, because of the Sochi Olympics new factors arise that can inﬂuence relaons between
Russia and the US and the EU regarding Georgia’s NATO accession. It is too early to know for sure
exactly how these factors will impact these relaons.
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By way of conclusion. Current relaons of the US and the EU with Russia have an inhibing
inﬂuence on whether Georgia becomes a member of NATO. This will connue to be the case unl
early 2009. Aer the presidenal elecons in the US and Russia the possibilies may change.
In any case the decisive factor will be the balance of forces and inﬂuence that the US and the
EU versus Russia have in the Black Sea region and neighboring regions of the Middle East and
Central Asia.

PAPER: NATO’s Strategic Interests in Georgia and Prospects for Georgia’s Integraon
James Mackey. NATO Euro-Atlanc Integraon and Partnership Directorate, Brussels
…What are NATO’s strategic interests in Georgia? Why is NATO even there?
There are two main reasons. The ﬁrst is hard security and the second is
so security... Clearly the western countries have an interest in energy
resources and transit areas, as well as bases for military operaons. There
are, however, many other states in the South Caucasus and Central Asia
that are much more important in this regard than Georgia. I would list
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, both of which from an energy perspecve
and a military geostrategic perspecve are much more important than
Georgia. Georgia is certainly a transit country. But it is certainly not
nearly as important as Kazakhstan as an energy producer and transit country. A country does not
have to be a member of NATO in order for it to be a reliable energy supplier or a reliable base for
military operaons. We have good cooperaon with a number of countries that have no interest
in becoming a NATO member. I would list Kazakhstan and Armenia, both of which have explicitly
said they have no interest in being NATO members… Our cooperaon with countries is not aimed
at trying to bring a country into the alliance. It’s aimed at the second part, which I’ll talk about,
which is so security. I apologize to the polical sciensts because this may be a lile bit diﬀerent
deﬁnion of so security than is tradional in the academic sense.
What NATO has found from our ten year experience in Central and Eastern Europe is that
countries that are democrac, that have a free market economy, and that follow the rule of law
are safer, more stable and more able to provide for their own security. This is why NATO is involved
not only in the South Caucasus, but in places like the Balkans, Central Asia and North Africa. If
NATO assists these countries to become more stable and democrac then it dramacally improves
NATO’s security, because absent that, these countries will be the origin of or the transit point for
internaonal terrorism, traﬃcking in persons, narcocs and weapons of mass destrucon. So it
is very much in NATO’s interests to be acvely engaged in these countries. The key element I’d
like to stress again is that what we’ve found is that countries that are able to provide for their
security internally and develop themselves internally, democracally and through a free market
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economy, can become security producers, security providers, and therefore don’t represent a
threat to the region around them.
Talking about stable democrac states, we have very
“… I have yet to hear a con- honest and open discussions monthly with our colleagues from
vincing argument about Russia in the NATO Russia Council. Oen they involve shoung
why countries that are and pounding of ﬁsts on tables. I think it’s important that we
stable, democrac and ﬁnancially stable represent have that dialogue and are able to talk in a concrete way about
a threat to Russia’s secu- the diﬀerences we have. However (I have talked to members
rity”.
of the Duma, I have been to Russia several mes to talk with
colleagues there), I have yet to hear a convincing argument about
why countries that are stable, democrac and ﬁnancially stable represent a threat to Russia’s
security. This is a key challenge, convincing Russia that the new states of NATO, and the countries
with which we are cooperang, whether the Ukraine or Moldova, how it is that making these
countries more stable, more democrac, beer able to provide for their people and their own
security, how that is not a threat to Russia. Given the economic and polical power of Russia,
Russia will always be important to these regions. It’s inevitable. It’s physics. So if these countries
are more stable, more reliable partners it seems that Russia, by geography alone, will have a
good opportunity to be acve and involved there in the future.
Now I will discuss Georgia’s prospects for NATO integraon. This relates directly to what
I talked about in the ﬁrst part, which is the promoon of values. NATO is involved in Georgia
because the Georgian government and the Georgian people are aempng to reform, and are
aempng to achieve higher standards of democrac pracce. You can certainly argue about
how much further the government has to go before the transion is complete, but the progress
in the past several years has been dramac across a number of fronts.
NATO would be involved in Georgia regardless of whether or
“…provided the Georgian not it wanted to be a member. As I said, we’re acve in Kazakhstan
government carries out its and Armenia. We have IPAPs with both those countries. So,
reforms, and makes a good because it’s in our interests, this is the main reason we’re involved
faith honest eﬀort to purin Georgia. NATO allies have been very clear on this. This is an
sue peaceful conﬂict resoluon, the conﬂicts will not agreed alliance posion, we will work with countries that are
act as a veto”.
trying to reform, and want to be members, provided the standards
are achieved that are necessary to become a member.
One of the standards, and this is a core value of NATO is peaceful resoluon of conﬂicts. This
is what we stress with the Georgian authories repeatedly. Without peaceful conﬂict resoluon
there is no prospect for NATO membership. At the same me these conﬂicts will not block
Georgia’s further integraon into NATO, because no third party will have a veto over Georgia’s
aspiraons or Georgia’s entry. Provided the Georgian government carries out its reforms, and
makes a good faith honest eﬀort to pursue peaceful conﬂict resoluon, the conﬂicts will not act
as a veto.
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How will this be done in pracce?... I don’t have the speciﬁc details right now. Just as I
can’t tell you when Georgia will get MAP or when Georgia will get into NATO. But I do think that
NATO has been quite invenve in thinking about creang soluons to unique problems. It’s how
we were able to survive over the last ten years. It led to the creaon of the Partnership for Peace
and the programs in North Africa. We will ﬁnd a way to do this.
Regarding the conﬂicts, we have only one text that talks about the role of conﬂicts with
regard to enlargement of the alliance. It is a 1995 study on NATO enlargement. To this day that
study is the basis for discussion about the enlargement of the alliance. The text says that countries
that have territorial conﬂicts or ethnic problems within their territory must work to peacefully
resolve these conﬂicts in line with the principles of the OSCE. Such eﬀorts will be one factor in
determining membership in NATO.
Does that mean that Georgia has to have the conﬂicts resolved before it can come in? Our
interpretaon is no. How far does Georgia have to go before it moves to MAP and the next stage?
That’s a judgment that each of the 26 allies has to make individually. Each of them has a diﬀerent
standard. But I think it’s clear that Georgia is on the track toward moving closer to NATO. That’s
why I wholeheartedly parcipate in this conference. It’s very important that we begin discussing
these issues so we can discuss them in a real concrete manner. The meline is unknown. The
desnaon is clear. I sincerely hope and believe that this NATO integraon process is one that’s
going to beneﬁt all people in the region.

PAPER: NATO and Georgia: Prospects for Conﬂict Transformaon
Bruno Coppieters. Professor of Polical Science. Free University. Brussels.
…When the Dayton peace agreement was implemented in 1995 to
end the Bosnian war, there was a broad discussion already in Georgia on
the role of military force in secessionist conﬂicts and the potenal role
of NATO in Georgia. The Georgian President Shevardnadze asked NATO
to implement the Bosnia model also in Abkhazia, arguing that ethnic
cleansing had taken place in Abkhazia as it had in Bosnia. If military
intervenon had been necessary in Bosnia, it would also be necessary
in Abkhazia. Shevardnadze defended the same posion in 1999 when
NATO went to war against Serbia. He likewise stated that the Georgian
populaon from Abkhazia had suﬀered a similar fate as the Albanian Kosovars, and would thus
need the same type of protecon and humanitarian intervenon by the internaonal community.
In this case, the applicaon of the ‘Kosovo model’ to Abkhazia would mean that NATO would
likewise have to use military force.
In some of his interviews, Shevardnadze was relavely prudent, and said that there was a
diﬀerence between the Kosovo model and its applicaon to Abkhazia in the sense that the West
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was not able to overrule Russia in the Security Council in the case of Abkhazia. So Russia would
have needed to agree with a Western military involvement. But other Georgian oﬃcials pointed
out that NATO’s decision to go to war against Serbia without Russia’s agreement was a posive
one. It had to be supported and would have to be remembered in deciding about the use of force
in the Abkhaz queson. So there was the general expectaon that NATO could do something
about Abkhazia, and certainly with military means. Breaking the deadlocked negoaons was
the main issue here.
Now about NATO’s expectaons… What is common among the expectaons of NATO
countries is that they seem to believe that the integraon of Georgia into NATO would have
posive eﬀects on the resoluon of its naonal conﬂicts. Are those expectaons accurate? Is the
Georgian expectaon that NATO is willing and able to be supporve in breaking the deadlock
in the Abkhaz-Georgian negoaons realisc? Is NATO’s expectaon that further integraon of
Georgia into NATO will be helpful resolve the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict, or the Russian-Georgian
conﬂict accurate? ...
Two diﬀerent types of naonal conﬂicts are involved in the queson of Abkhazia. One is
an intrastate conﬂict, a Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict, and it is an intrastate conﬂict even if Abkhazia
is a de facto state, and the other conﬂict is an interstate conﬂict, between Russia and Georgia.
When we are speaking about the various expectaons put into Georgia’s integraon within NATO,
we have to keep this disncon in mind...
I will argue that the impact of Georgia’s NATO integraon on the Georgian-Russian and the
Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂicts can be posive in respect to certain objecves but not necessarily in
respect to all objecves. These various objecves have also to be realized in diﬀerent me spans.
Conﬂict transformaon is something that necessarily requires a long me. Conﬂict prevenon, in
contrast, can be implemented in a shorter me period...
We want to see posive conﬂict transformaon, the transformaon of the incompable
posions of the pares into compable ones so that the pares can work together… If we
speak about the posive eﬀects of Georgia’s membership in NATO we have to analyze all the
consequences of these diﬀerent forms of conﬂict resoluon. My thesis is that the common
membership of two actors who have a conﬂict with each other in an internaonal security
organizaon may have a posive eﬀect on conﬂict prevenon, conﬂict transformaon, and
conﬂict selement, and thus on conﬂict resoluon generally. But the situaon is very diﬀerent
in an inter-state conﬂict or in an intra-state conﬂict if only one of those actors accedes to that
internaonal organizaon, and the other one remains outside of it. These types of situaons
have to be analyzed separately.
We have many examples within the European Union, the OSCE and NATO, of two sovereign
states having naonal conﬂicts, conﬂicts over naonal identy and interests with each other,
which are integrated into these organizaons and where we can see a posive eﬀect on conﬂict
prevenon, conﬂict transformaon and conﬂict selement. Germany and Poland achieved
within the CSCE/OSCE some successes during the Cold War concerning their boundaries and the
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queson of territorial integrity. This progress was intensiﬁed with the Polish accession process to
the EU. Even if there have been strong polical tensions between Poland and Germany aer 2004,
much progress has been made in recent years compared to the situaon before 2004. The same
is true about Germany and the Czech Republic. It doesn’t mean that all the polical problems
are resolved between these countries, but there is clear progress and surely in respect about
the fundamental issues concerning their naonal identy. The same can be said about Ireland
and the United Kingdom. The progress in the Northern Ireland queson and more parcularly
the Belfast Agreement are largely the result of the cooperaon between Ireland and the United
Kingdom within the European Union aer their common accession in 1973. Greece and Turkey
have likewise made serious progress toward conﬂict resoluon. We see in this case a posive
conﬂict transformaon in which a common membership in NATO and the prospects of a common
membership in the EU, with Greek support for Turkish membership to the EU, plays an important
role…
In the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict we’re talking about an intrastate conﬂict. Here the lessons
are sll diﬀerent. Cyprus is the closest example, although you aren’t dealing in this case with the
eﬀects of integraon of its recognized government into NATO, but into the European Union.
Contrary to most other naonal conﬂicts in Europe, you have the problem of a de facto state in
Northern Cyprus, which means that there is a state authority having eﬀecve control on a part of
the Cypriot territory and its populaon. That part of the Cypriot territory is formally part of the
EU, its cizens are formally EU-cizens but it is outside the control of the recognized government
of Cyprus and of all EU instuons. A similar situaon would emerge if Georgia would become a
NATO-member: Abkhazia and South Ossea would be formally part of NATO territory, but outside
the eﬀecve control of NATO-member Georgia…
In Northern Cyprus there was a posive form of conﬂict transformaon for the Turkish
Cypriot community and in Southern Cyprus a negave form of conﬂict transformaon for the
Greek Cypriot community. Aer the failure of the Annan plan, due to Greek Cypriot opposion,
the European Union is clearly stang that they are not neutral in the conﬂict, because Cyprus is
now a member of the European Union. The EU has limited capacies to intervene in that conﬂict
and to be helpful for its resoluon. Its capacity as a mediator or a facilitator would have been
far higher if Cyprus would not be a member of the European Union. The Greek Cypriots would
probably have accepted the Annan Plan in the 2004 referendum if this had been the condion
for membership.
So how to explain all those diﬀerences between the posive impact of common accession
of pares in conﬂict to an internaonal security organizaon and the negave impact in case only
one of the pares becomes a member of such an organizaon? Much has probably to do with the
queson if membership increases or decreases the equality between the actors. This would be
the ﬁrst explanaon for the diverging consequences of membership on conﬂict transformaon.
There is posive conﬂict transformaon if there is common NATO membership which gives
both pares in conﬂict the opportunity to parcipate on an equal level in the internaonal
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security organizaon, and there is negave transformaon if only one of the pares becomes a
member.
A second explanaon for the diverging potenal impact of membership of internaonal
security organizaons on the transformaon of naonal conﬂicts has to be sought in the
funconing of a mullateral framework, concerning the type of communicaon between the
actors. It is diﬃcult to come to posive forms of conﬂict transformaon if negoaons only
happen on a bilateral level. In a mullateral framework, communicaon has far more posive
consequences for conﬂict transformaon. If the Germans and the French would have had to
resolve their diﬀerences exclusively on the bilateral level they would not have come to the same
posive results as they have reached now through their common membership in Western
instuons, and ﬁrst of all, the European Union. It is within the European Union that the Republic
of Ireland and the United Kingdom managed to come closer to each other.
Third, when actors with a naonal conﬂict accede together to an internaonal security
organizaon they increase the number of common rules they have to follow. This also facilitates
posive conﬂict transformaon.
Among those three explanaons, the queson of equality is probably the most crucial. If
two actors in conﬂict with each other become a member of the same organizaon, their common
membership and common sovereign equality will lead to a greater mutual respect of their
equality. The element of equality is quite important in interacon in a mullateral framework
and common membership in a rule based organizaon such as NATO. In contrast, if one of the
actors remains outside of the mullateral framework their inequality increases. In that case they
have to try to resolve their diﬀerences in a bilateral framework.
In the case of the Turkish-Greek naonal conﬂict, both actors are members of NATO
and Greece supports Turkish accession to the EU. Such an accession will give further support
to the resoluon of their conﬂicts. This common accession will increase their equality, their
communicaon and the number of rules they have to follow in common. But if Georgia gets
access to NATO membership, the sovereign equality, the mutual communicaon and the number
of rules Georgia and Russia would have to follow in common will not increase.
In case of the intra-state conﬂict between Georgia and Abkhazia, there is already a
severe inequality according to the membership and parcipaon requirements to internaonal
security organizaons. Sovereignty is tradionally a basic condion for membership but also for
parcipaon in internaonal security organizaons. The sole excepon as far as parcipaon
is concerned is the European Union. In the Council of Ministers of the EU, federated states and
regions have a limited form of parcipaon. Georgian membership to NATO would not give any
possibility to Abkhazia to parcipate in this organizaon. It would thus increase the inequality
between Georgia and Abkhazia, make their communicaon more diﬃcult and furthermore not
lead to the creaon of common rules they have to obey.
Concerning Cyprus, the Annan Plan had found a soluon to the queson of equality,
communicaon and the implementaon of common rules for non-sovereign actors. If the Annan
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plan would have been accepted, the European Union would have given equal standing to the
Greek and Turkish Cypriot communies. The Greek Cypriot and the Turkish Cypriot representaves
within the Council of the European Union (Council of Ministers) would not represent their
community but the state of Cyprus as a whole. This would have been a form of equality. It made
the European Union highly aracve to the Turkish Cypriots. But such a soluon cannot be found
at present within the NATO framework. NATO does not give any form of expression to nonsovereign actors. In that sense, NATO is a far more rigid organizaon than the European Union.
James Mackey said in his presentaon that democrac states become security providers.
This is true to some extent on an internaonal scale, but this statement should also be relavized.
The United States has not provided security to Iraq, despite the fact that the decision on Iraq
was very democracally taken. Three-fourths of the American populaon favored the war, and
Congress was in favor too. It would have been diﬃcult to get more democrac support for that
decision. The statement that democrac states are security providers is even more diﬃcult to
conﬁrm in internal conﬂicts. In such a case, there is no limitaon as far as legal rules are concerned
to the right of central governments to intervene forcefully… Concerning the Georgian-Russian
conﬂict, Georgian membership in NATO will create new types of inequality. For the moment,
Russia is the stronger actor in that conﬂict. Georgia’s NATO membership would create another
type of inequality. Georgia is a very small state compared to Russia but it will try as part of a
greater alliance to turn its own conﬂict with Russia into a NATO-Russia conﬂict. The Georgian
disputes with Russia will be put automacally on the agenda of the discussions between NATO
and Russia. It will sll not be a real mullateral interacon. It will have to happen in a bilateral
NATO-Russia framework.
NATO may also be able to improve conﬂict prevenon between Georgia and Russia. This
may be done in the same way as conﬂict prevenon has been improved due to Russian support
to Abkhazia in its conﬂict with Georgia. Abkhazia has received Russian support, which turned the
Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict into a Georgian-Russian conﬂict. This has improved conﬂict prevenon,
but has worsened conﬂict transformaon and prospects for conﬂict selement. That has been
described as a preservaon of the status quo and as a freezing of the negoaons. Something
similar may happen by including the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict and the Georgian-Russian conﬂict
into the NATO-Russia relaonship.
It may thus be concluded that nothing dramac will follow from Georgia’s accession to
NATO. I would expect that such a membership would aﬀect the NATO-Russia relaonship, help to
prevent the emergence of violent conﬂicts between Russia and Georgia and between Abkhazia
and Georgia, but increase the diﬀerences between the conﬂicng pares in respect to their
naonal idenes and interests. I do not see how Georgia’s membership in NATO would oﬀer
something posive in respect to conﬂict transformaon or conﬂict selement.
The result will probably not be dramac. Belgium will not die for Georgia and Russia will
not die for Abkhazia. What I would thus expect is that the Georgian-Abkhaz and the GeorgianRussian naonal conﬂicts will be further frozen. We may then conclude that the Georgians will not
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realize the objecve they associate with NATO accession, namely the expectaon that integraon
into NATO may break the deadlock in the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict. NATO’s expectaon that
Georgia’s integraon into NATO may improve the resoluon of its naonal conﬂicts should also
be considered as highly opmisc but not as realisc.

DISCUSSION

Ibragim Chkadua. What will NATO do if Russian peacekeepers are on
Georgia’s territory, a NATO candidate?

James Mackey. These real issues about how NATO will respond to this situaon when Georgia
has Arcle 5 is something we won’t have to deal with for some me to come… An undemocrac
Georgia not in NATO is more likely to cause conﬂict with Abkhazia than a democrac and stable
Georgia in NATO. In the next several years we’re going to see quite a development in the NATO
Russia relaonship. There is discussion now of a possible NATO Russia peacekeeping force for
Transdniestria. There is a long way to go before we need to begin thinking about concrete, speciﬁc
quesons of that nature.
Andrey Ryabov. What about the 30 kilometer border area in Sochi that Russian and foreign
cizens will have very limited access to during the Olympics if a NATO country is on that border?
What about the Sochi airport and high volume of planes?

Magdalena Frichova. What about Georgia’s chances for NATO accession
if it develops into a very strong Georgia with strong instuons and
very good foreign investment, but very authoritarian or not suﬃciently
democrac?

James Mackey. I don’t believe that an authoritarian Georgia could be strong and economically
strong as well. Georgia is too small. It does not sit on top of oil resources. The Georgian
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state knows that if it starts a conﬂict in Abkhazia where’s the pping point for the Georgian
government? Right now foreign direct investment is dwarﬁng foreign assistance. It’s much larger
than the millennium challenge account. It’s much larger than anything the European Union is
giving. So, what are the condions under which that investment would ﬂee? One of those is if
Georgia provokes a conﬂict. Quite clearly many foreign investors have already told the Georgian
government this—we’re coming but only if you maintain peaceful conﬂict resoluon. So there is
a pping point.
Magdalena Frichova. From observing developments in Russia in the media one has the sense
that the concept of insult is strong when referring to the West’s relaonship to Russia. How do
you view the debates on possible accession of Georgia to NATO?
Andrey Ryabov. Of course we should take into account atudes shaped by the rise in Russian
patriosm. Because of these widespread atudes in public opinion and in the centers of decision
making most representaves of the ruling elite do not think that Georgian accession to NATO
will happen in the near future. This may be a prospect up the line, but not in the next 2-3 years.
Therefore, if it is not on the table now we can forget about it at the moment. My queson about
Sochi is also related to this issue, because the ruling elites aren’t thinking about it.
Alexandros Yannis. Where is Russia driving on Kosovo? If Kosovo will get independence and
Russia won’t agree, what will be the impact on Abkhazia and what will be the Russian response
to this?
Andrey Ryabov. I do not think that the Russian government has any ability, any interest to work out
its own plan around Kosovo. The key posion is – let’s give the Serbs and Albanians opportunies
to reach a compromise without any other parcipaon. Take into account the posion of the
government in Belgrade, the Serbs. If, for instance, aer the probable Russian veto in the UN
Security Council, if the US and EU aer that oﬃcially recognize the independence of Kosovo
without any concession to Russia regarding the post Soviet countries, or maybe some promises
to Russia, I think that the chances for Abkhazia and South Ossea to be oﬃcially recognized will
be 50/50.
Paula Garb. How are you deﬁning strong democracy? What are the indicators of a strong
democracy and where do you place Georgia in those respect? Do you think that Georgia is on
its way to a strong democracy? Do you think that Georgia is a democrazing country, or has it
already achieved democracy?
James Mackey. I think it’s very diﬃcult to say that there is a full democracy, except for Switzerland,
anywhere in the world. All countries are developing democracies. It’s a maer of where they are
on the spectrum. Georgia is a developing democracy right now. Georgia holds elecons that are
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relavely free and fair. Does Georgia have problems with its elecons? Yes. I can’t even say that
all the countries in NATO are free of all these problems yet. Does Georgia have a long way to go?
Yes. So Georgia is democrazing.
Paula Garb. Polical science research shows that democrazing countries are not very stable, are
volale. In such cases how does NATO help make that transional period less volale?
James Mackey. Democracy is a messy system, but it’s the best one we’ve been able to come
up with so far. So there are going to be bumps on the road, problems we will face. There are
problems that we face today. We have very, very hard discussions. NATO doesn’t have a role to
play in conﬂict resoluon. It’s not in NATO’s skill set. The OSCE and the UN are the two main
actors in conﬂict resoluon and negoaons. The supporng role that NATO will play is to help
the Georgian government develop because we believe that a more democrac government will
be a beer interlocutor, will be more likely to pursue peaceful conﬂict resoluon.
Bruno Coppieters. What has NATO and Georgia’s progressive integraon into NATO achieved so
far in the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict? Without having Georgia as a member of NATO it has had a
big impact. It has had a posive impact on democrazing Georgia, on moderang certain views
of Georgia, but on the other side it was also used in the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict as a potenal
threat to strengthen the Georgian argument that force could be used as a last resort. I think that
this has had a negave eﬀect on resolving the conﬂict.
Walter Kaufmann. James, you say that the message is clear--no peaceful conﬂict resoluon, no
membership in NATO. On the ground I can’t see any peaceful conﬂict resoluon at the moment in
Georgia, at least in the Abkhaz direcon. There’s no policy at all. So there’s no resort to violence,
but what is the criteria for peaceful resoluon, or at least a process?
Inal Khashig. Has there been any consultaon with the Abkhaz on NATO accession of Georgia?
As far as I know the Abkhaz side doesn’t know anything concretely about how this accession
will look. I’ve heard here that NATO doesn’t resolve conﬂicts,
“…whether Georgia is hungry or full it will sll want but I’ve also heard that NATO will guarantee peaceful resoluon
Abkhazia. It will always of the conﬂict. NATO can also cause conﬂicts, although no one
take the posion that “if has said anything about that. We would like to know NATO’s
the conﬂict can’t be reposion toward Georgia during this transional period, and also
solved peacefully, then
what NATO’s policies would be toward Abkhazia aer Georgia’s
we’ll resolve it militarily.”
accession. What kind of guidelines will there be, and what will
happen if Georgia doesn’t follow the guidelines. There are many
quesons we’d like answers to, but we don’t hear even approximate answers. We hear that a rich
and stable Georgia will have less temptaon to start a conﬂict. I think that whether Georgia is
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hungry or full it will sll want Abkhazia. It will always take the posion that “if the conﬂict can’t
be resolved peacefully, then we’ll resolve it militarily.”
James Mackey. I apologize if you feel that I haven’t answered your quesons. I feel I’ve answered
quite a few of them. If they were not sasfactory answers then I apologize. The failing is on my
part to not have provided a convincing enough argument. I’m completely honest with you. You
asked what we talk to the Georgian government about on conﬂict resoluon. I told you what
we tell the Georgian government. We say peaceful conﬂict resoluon is a core value of NATO.
We’ve told the Georgians that if they think that NATO is going to solve the conﬂicts for them
they are sorely mistaken. We work with the Georgian government to help them reform because
we believe that a reformed Georgian government is safer for NATO. When we talk about the
conﬂicts we say peaceful conﬂict resoluon is a core value, NATO support for Georgia is based
on Georgia’s adherence to peaceful conﬂict resoluon. If that is not sasfactory I apologize. I’ve
been in every meeng between President Saakashvili and the Secretary General of NATO. I get
many of the other reports. That’s all that has been discussed.
Archil Gegeshidze. NATO is the major, if not the single force at this point in Georgia that is really
restraining the party of war, the hotheads in Georgia who might be willing to encourage the
government to resort to the use of force. Mr. Mackey, regarding the process remaining from now
unl the next summit, what will this process look like, what kind of stages will we go through?
James Mackey. Regarding the process going forward, we’re sll in intensiﬁed dialogue, which
means we have discussions with the Georgian government in very concrete terms about what
the standards are for membership. We don’t speak in speciﬁcs about Georgia’s standards, but
about standards that apply to any country that wants to become a member of NATO. We had
an assessment this spring of Georgia’s progress on IPAP. The full report is classiﬁed, but the
main ﬁndings of the report are not going to surprise to anyone. There were sll some concerns
about the independence of the judiciary and improvements in the rule of law. The defense side
showed prey good reforms, but the strategic defense review is coming out, which is public
and will lay out the reforms for the next 10 years. We need to see implementaon of that. I
think that many people will be surprised about how small the Georgian army is going to be in
15 years if the government follows the plan. It will be far and away the smallest military in the
Caucasus region, much smaller than in Armenia or Azerbaijan by a lot. Strong progress is needed
in other areas, such as democrac building prior to the 2008 elecons, professionalizaon of the
Central Elecon Commission, the need to update the voters’ lists, ensure that the media are not
supporng only government candidates. We will need to see in the coming months prior to the
next summit some strong eﬀort in all the areas I just outlined.
Liana Kvarchelia. If Abkhazia doesn’t agree to Georgia’s territorial integrity what leverage will
NATO use?
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James Mackey. This is not in NATO’s competence to determine borders. It is up to the United
Naons to determine the internaonal boundaries of countries. NATO will only act in accordance
with United Naons principles on this issue.
Magdalena Frichova. I want to elaborate on Liana’s comments. I think that we have actually
touched on the central themes of conﬁdence or the lack thereof, and percepons. So, back to
what I think was the inial part of this conversaon when Jan Hendrick van Thiel said that the
alliance means well and, of course, “we’re not going to be instrumentalized, and we do mean
conﬂict resoluon in a peaceful way.” I totally agree and understand that is NATO’s posion.
However, I am not convinced that the Abkhaz and Osseans have the necessary level of trust in
this message, or for that maer in other Western organizaons that deliver similar messages.
The populaons in the conﬂict regions do not seem convinced that there is a willingness to hear
their fears and aspiraons given the status paradigm from which internaonal organizaons are
operang.
James Mackey. I agree that in the context of a lack of trust between the sides any message
can be distorted. Unfortunately that’s happening. I hope the Georgian government has become
more sensive, especially aer the departure of one parcular individual last fall, and that the
situaon has become a lile bit beer. But at the end of the day, speaking as a military person
now from NATO, even if we’re talking in straight military terms, a war in Abkhazia would be
disastrous for Georgia. The Georgians know this and the Abkhaz know this. I sincerely hope that
there are people of good minds on both sides who are working desperately to prevent that from
happening again. It doesn’t maer how many reservists you have, Georgia does not have the
capabilies.
Magdalena Frichova. Yes, but obviously this context is very complex. On one hand you say there is
no oﬀensive capability because Georgia is at the moment only building defensive capabilies, and
trying to strive for interoperability with NATO. At the same me there is very lile transparency
with regard to the military budget. What kind of message does that give to the conﬂict regions?
Obviously, it’s very strong. Obviously you have a good point. At the same me it’s not the enre
picture.
James Mackey. Certainly the military transparency, the military budget is something we’ve pushed
the Georgian government on very hard. Currently the military budget is eight line items. We are
hoping for the 2008 budget that will be up to at least 70 or 80 lines if not more in conjuncon
with the Strategic Defense Review, because this will really increase transparency, not just for
the Abkhaz and the Osseans, but for the Georgian public too. Civil society needs to see what’s
happening, needs to be able to challenge the government on some of the decisions that they’re
taking. That’s a constant thing we’re pushing. It’s tough in post-Soviet areas. The default is to
keep things hidden. It’s more cultural than a lack of will.
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Jan Hendrik van Thiel. You have to understand what NATO cannot do. NATO was perceived as
being part of a possible military soluon. We said that is absolutely out of the queson. Now
we are shiing to a discussion about whether NATO can guarantee of the status quo. That is
completely out of the queson. You have to understand that as well. NATO will not recognize
a de facto regime. NATO will not guarantee a de facto regime. James made it very clear that
NATO recognizes internaonal law and that the boundaries of the state as deﬁned by the UN are
binding. There is no credible scenario in which NATO could be part of a violent soluon. There
are three things NATO can do. First, it can and will connue to preach restraint to all sides. It
will use its informal means to pressure the government to refrain from violence. It will acvely
support any peaceful resoluon conducted by these organizaons that are competent in this
conﬂict—the OSCE and the United Naons.
Paata Zakareishvili. I’m concerned that there is no dialogue across the conﬂict. Georgia dictates
its condions to South Ossea and Abkhazia, and doesn’t try to build consensus. The conﬂict
regions are not prepared to joyfully embrace what might look good to internaonal organizaons.
To what extent are internaonal organizaons willing to take these opinions into account? South
Ossea and Abkhazia can’t be heard in Brussels and Strassbourg. What informaon do you have
about the conﬂict regions that does not come from the Georgian government?
James Mackey. I take your point that you cannot have a soluon without hearing the real
interests of the Abkhaz people. We are trying to bring several groups of Abkhaz cizens to NATO
headquarters. I’m working with the United States Embassy to ﬁnd some people to come. We
will not allow the Georgian government to veto this issue, because it’s not right. We are doing
the same with regard to South Ossea. NATO will do what it can to support both sides in ﬁnding
a peaceful resoluon. But NATO will not play a role in the resoluon of these conﬂicts. I know
that’s not a sasfactory answer to many people.
Andrey Ryabov. My short remark provides addional arguments that Russian oﬃcials give for
why they want to protect the status quo in this area so strongly. In terms of the prospects of
Georgian NATO accession the Kremlin would like to support posive contacts with all South
Caucasus states—Armenia and Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan as a strategic partner is very important
due to its locaon on transport corridors, and due to many, many other issues. Armenia is a
military ally in this area despite what oﬃcial documents may say. As for Georgia, of course, it is
beer to have more neutral relaons with this country. But if, for instance, Georgia comes out of
this space and joins another polical enty or internaonal associaon, or alliance, it means that
the whole building of Russian security is being undermined, a building that has existed here for a
century or more. How to compensate for the loss of this huge keystone, which is going away from
the foundaon of this naonal security issue? Some compensaon should be oﬀered to make up
for this loss to ensure Russia’s security.
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Another maer is also very important, something that is not being discussed in
internaonal issues—the issue of ethnic stability in the Russian North Caucasus. The Ossean
problem has really divided people. Nobody really knows how this will be resolved. Of course this
is a domesc issue, but if it aﬀects other issues as well, it also has an internaonal dimension. It
is not purely a Russian domesc issue. The same goes for the Abkhaz issue because it aﬀects the
ﬁve or six autonomous areas of the Russian Federaon in the North Caucasus—the Circassians,
and the heart of the Sochi resort (the Shapsug autonomous area), etc. This queson also has to
be on the table for discussion. When these quesons are not being discussed Russian oﬃcials
suspect that others would like to solve their own problems while ignoring Russian interests. This
also oﬀends us. So they think why should we take into account their interests, their plans, their
strategy? We say that if they want to be selﬁsh we can be selﬁsh too. This is important to discuss
for very praccal reasons.
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PANEL III. EURO-ATLANTIC INTEGRATION OF GEORGIA AND ITS IMPACT ON THE PEACE PROCESS
IN THE GEORGIAN-ABKHAZ CONFLICT
PAPER: Abkhazia, Georgia, Russia, and NATO
Vyacheslav Chirikba. Abkhaz Instute for Humanitarian Research. Sukhum/i
In this era of globalizaon and the division
of the post Soviet world and strategic realignment
of the members of old polical alliances, the
West, and especially the US, is making every
eﬀort to gain new geopolical space among the
former Soviet republics. Russia, which used to
be in sole control of the region, is trying with
varying degrees of success to maintain good
relaons with the West while resisng its eﬀorts
to integrate into NATO countries such as Ukraine
and Russia. Russia regards NATO as a militarypolical alliance that is an instrument of US global policy. It fears the creaon around its borders
of unfriendly countries oriented toward the US whose policies would upset the military-polical
balance and pose signiﬁcant challenges to Russia’s security, which is especially probable if a
Democrat wins the US presidenal elecon.
Of the post Soviet countries only Georgia’s determinaon to join NATO is unﬂinching.
Judging by Russia’s extremely negave reacon, Georgia is likely to become an important factor
in tensions between the US and Russia. What may be the consequences of Georgia’s NATO
accession in terms of the unresolved Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict and the interests of the main
players—Georgia, Abkhazia and Russia? I’ll begin with Georgia and the three most important
reasons why it wants to join NATO.
First, Georgia undoubtedly regards NATO as the main instrument to restore full control
over the breakaway republics of Abkhazia and South Ossea, as evidenced by frequent statements
about that by Georgia’s leaders. Since Georgia cannot coax Abkhazia back into Georgia with
words, it is clear that Georgia intends to accomplish this task militarily with the help of NATO
resources. Second, Georgia wants to end all polical and military inﬂuence of Russia. Third,
Georgia counts on signiﬁcant ﬁnancial dividends from NATO membership.
How realisc is it for Georgia to expect help from NATO to restore its control over the
two republics lost in military acon, or in other words, restore its territorial integrity? Under
internaonal law, secession or the breakup of a country is the internal aﬀair of that country. As a
military-polical organizaon NATO will come to Georgia’s aid only in case of an external threat.
NATO membership of Great Britain and Canada does not impact in any way their internal domesc
processes, even if Scotland or Quebec seceded. By the same token NATO cannot hinder the
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breakup of Belgium into two countries along the ethnic lines of Wallonia and Flandria. Therefore
Georgia’s dream of relying on NATO’s military aid to restore its territorial integrity and to force
Abkhazia and South Ossea back under its polical control is cause for suﬃcient skepcism.
In the absence of an external military threat to Georgia, NATO members can only assist
a negoaon process; they cannot resolve the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict in Georgia’s favor by
military means. An important factor that also makes a NATO military operaon on Georgia’s side
against Abkhazia unlikely is the fact that Abkhazia has a small but strong and highly movated
military. Furthermore, such military acon would inevitably bring into the conﬂict Abkhazia’s
allies among the North Caucasus ethnic groups. Therefore it is naïve to think that NATO would
conduct such military operaons in Abkhazia that could lead to a long-term conﬂict involving a
large part of the North Caucasus.
The Russian factor also makes a NATO military campaign in
“If the prospect of Georgia’s
entry into NATO raises high
hopes in Georgia, in Abkhazia it conjures up fears.
Abkhazia is neutral toward
NATO outside of the Georgian context. As the prospect of Georgia’s NATO accession comes closer, the
fears in Abkhazia increase.
Georgia as a NATO member is regarded in Abkhazia
as a much more dangerous
opponent, and thus is relevant to Abkhazia’s security.”

Abkhazia out of the queson. The majority of Abkhazia’s people
are Russian cizens. Thus, Russia would be compelled to intervene
militarily in such a conﬂict. The nearly apocalypc nature of the
consequences to world security of such developments, completely
rules out the possibility that NATO countries would engage in
open military confrontaon with Russia for the sake of Georgia’s
territorial ambions.
If the prospect of Georgia’s entry into NATO raises high
hopes in Georgia, in Abkhazia it conjures up fears. Abkhazia is
neutral toward NATO outside of the Georgian context. As the
prospect of Georgia’s NATO accession comes closer, the fears

in Abkhazia increase. Georgia as a NATO member is regarded
in Abkhazia as a much more dangerous opponent, and thus is
relevant to Abkhazia’s security. The concrete factors that are seen
in Abkhazia as a threat if Georgia joins NATO are the following three:
(1) NATO signiﬁcantly improves Georgia’s military capacity which could lead to Georgia
using NATO’s polical and military might to militarily reintegrate Abkhazia into Georgia.
(2) Georgia’s entry into NATO before a polical selement of the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict
would undoubtedly complicate or postpone for a long me Abkhazia’s internaonal recognion,
which is Abkhazia’s foreign policy goal.
(3) Georgia’s NATO membership would help remove Russia completely from the South
Caucasus and leave Abkhazia without any friendly country in the region, and signiﬁcantly weaken
Abkhazia militarily, polically, and economically.
The most vulnerable areas for Abkhazia from a military perspecve are in the Upper Kodor,
and Gal region. Abkhazia made a serious strategic error when it did not occupy the Upper Kodor
following its military victory in 1993, and did not deploy its forces there, or even set up posts for
CIS peacekeepers and UN observers. In light of Georgia’s recent military-polical acons in Upper
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Kodor, Abkhazia has to reconcile itself to the predictable results of this situaon. In the Gal region
Abkhazia repatriated large numbers of Megrelian refugees unilaterally, against the policy of the
UN and Georgia, against the interests of its own security, and without any acknowledgement of
the internaonal community. This repatriaon has created the danger that Georgia could use
this populaon against Abkhazia in a new war. Abkhazia cannot rule out aempts to take away
these two regions. Georgia’s membership in NATO could make these plans a reality.
In this context Abkhazia insists on selement of the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict before
Georgia joins NATO. Abkhaz policians, such as foreign aﬀairs minister, Sergei Shamba, stress
that although Georgia is a sovereign state with the right to resolve its problems with or without
parcipaon of military-polical blocs, and although Abkhazia regards itself as independent
of Georgia, these two countries are sll connected to each other by this unresolved conﬂict.
Therefore Abkhazia is concerned about signiﬁcant increases in Georgia’s military power as a
NATO member. Even if Georgia does not have any plans for resolving the conﬂict militarily, there
is always the possibility of a provocaon that could escalate into a military conﬂict…
Is the West prepared to bring a country into NATO with unresolved and essenally
unresolveable territorial and polical problems? Opposion to this has been expressed in
France, the Netherlands, and Germany. Recent statements of NATO oﬃcials, however, indicate
that Georgia’s unresolved conﬂicts are not an obstacle to NATO membership. This is a big change
from the organizaon’s original posion not to accept countries with territorial disputes. Divided
Cyprus is oen presented as the basis for this change because Greek Cyprus was admied into
the EU.
The queson is, will the US persuade its West European partners to admit Georgia into
NATO even though the country does not control and cannot control without external military
assistance a signiﬁcant part of its territory that it wants back—Abkhazia and South Ossea—
despite the potenal for destabilizaon, escalaon of the conﬂict and confrontaon with Russia?
If the US cannot persuade the allies, Georgia will not join NATO
in the near future and the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict will remain
frozen indeﬁnitely.
Georgia could, of course, try to get back Abkhazia and
South Ossea militarily before NATO accession. That is unlikely,
however, because Georgia’s western friends oppose a military
soluon to the conﬂicts, because Russia would deﬁnitely
energecally oppose this, and because of the ﬁghng potenal of
the South Ossean and especially Abkhaz armed forces.
The third scenario might be that Russia would prevent
Georgia from NATO accession together with Abkhazia and South
Ossea, and to substute for the loss of Georgia recognize the
independence of Abkhazia and South Ossea. Russia would keep
these countries in the sphere of its inﬂuence and for a long me

“If the prospect of Georgia’s
entry into NATO raises high
hopes in Georgia, in Abkhazia it conjures up fears.
Abkhazia is neutral toward
NATO outside of the Georgian context. As the prospect of Georgia’s NATO accession comes closer, the
fears in Abkhazia increase.
Georgia as a NATO member is regarded in Abkhazia
as a much more dangerous
opponent, and thus is relevant to Abkhazia’s security.”
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to come would have some polical and military presence in the South Caucasus.
If it becomes clear that Georgia’s NATO accession is inevitable, the only way for Russia
to stop this would be to recognize Abkhazia and prevent the use of Abkhazia to deploy NATO
forces near Russia’s border. For this purpose Russia can use the Kosovo case to support its
acons. The Russian president and inﬂuenal former minister of defense have already made that
clear. Georgian NATO accession could provoke Russia to create its own sanitary cordon around
NATO Georgia in Abkhazia and possible South Ossea. The unilateral recognion of Kosovo’s
independence by the West without the UN Security Council will give Russia the legal instrument
to recognize Abkhazia and South Ossea. If Russia does not recognize Abkhazia before NATO
integrates Georgia it will undoubtedly be removed completely from the South Caucasus which is
so strategically important for Russia.
Such confrontaonal developments are not in the interests of either Russia or the
West. That is why they will most likely enter into intensive negoaons in order to minimize
the confrontaon. In that case it is possible that the West would let Russia recognize Abkhazia
parallel to the recognion of Kosovo by the West under the condion that Russia not incorporate
Abkhazia. This would make Abkhazia a neutral buﬀer between NATO Georgia and Russia.
The US, the most important country in NATO, which has chosen Georgia as its main
military-polical base in the Caucasus, would ﬁnd this division of spheres of inﬂuence acceptable.
The US does not need Abkhazia at all, so this could be a bargaining chip between the US and
Russia. The only obstacle to this kind of selement would be Georgia, which has made the return
of its lost territories the cornerstone of its policies. It is hard to say whether Russia and the US
would agree to such a deal, and whether they could overcome Georgia’s resistance to such a
geopolical selement.
Similar problems arose between Abkhazia and Georgia in the early 20th century aer the
fall of the Russian Empire. In 1918, a prominent Brish polician, Lord Kerzon, developed a plan
for Abkhazia as an independent and neutral buﬀer between Russia, Georgia and Turkey. Today
such a scenario would help create a stable peace in the western South Caucasus. The alternave
is frozen conﬂicts and no prospects for stable development of the enre region. This does not
beneﬁt either the great powers or the people of the South Caucasus who have become hostages
of the situaon that has been created around them.

PAPER: Georgia: The Way to NATO and the Conﬂict in Abkhazia
Shalva Pichkadze. NGO Georgia for NATO. Tbilisi.
…Let’s consider that the issue of integraon of Georgia does not appear
in the context of “yes or no” but in the context of “when” and let’s look at
various versions of inﬂuence of this process on the conﬂict selement…
What will happen if by the me Georgia can join NATO we will not be able
to sele the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict? Immediately another queson
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follows: what do we Georgians mean when we talk about “conﬂict selement”:
• A ﬂag with ﬁve stars ﬂying over Sukhumi?
• An agreement on the polical status of Abkhazia?
• Return of the refugees/IDPs?
• A referendum with the parcipaon of the refugees/IDPs?
• A ﬁnal agreement between Tbilisi and Sukhumi?
• A combinaon of all these decisions or some of them?
Even though the aim of our current discussion is not to answer all these quesons, we
believe that they do require answers.
Thus, according to NATO skepcs the unresolved conﬂicts will prevent Georgia from
admission for the following reasons:
1. Since the end of the Cold War the alliance has not admied any new members with
similar conﬂicts. Neither Brussels nor the capitals of inﬂuenal NATO member states have
any experience dealing with such situaons.
2. In 1995 NATO worked out a document called “The Study on NATO Enlargement.” It says
that “states involved in ethnic disputes or external territorial disputes, including irredenst
claims, or internal jurisdiconal disputes, must sele those disputes by peaceful means
in accordance with OSCE principles before they can become members.”
3. NATO will not grant membership to a state, part of which is essenally controlled by a
non-NATO member state--Russia, although the extent of Russia’s control over Abkhazia
and South Ossea diﬀers.
4. Georgia will face a choice between NATO accession or territorial integrity.
The opmists have their own arguments:
1. The West’s new challenges and shi of interest toward the Caspian region and Central Asia
dictate that the alliance needs an ally in the region, and Georgia, even with its conﬂicts,
will suﬃce for this role.
2. When the me comes to join NATO the West will be much more acve in the process of
seling the conﬂict and will make up for the negave role of Russia.
3. By that me Georgia will become a much more aracve state for the conﬂicng
regions.
4. In all documents wherever Georgia is menoned NATO emphasizes its respect for territorial
integrity and the sovereignty of Georgia within internaonally recognized borders.
5. The Secretary General of NATO stated that the conﬂicts will not be an obstacle for Georgia’s
integraon into the alliance. The statement in Georgia was interpreted as NATO’s intenon
not to turn Georgia into a hostage of unresolved territorial disputes and of those forces
which might take advantage of using them in order to impede NATO enlargement.
6. Representaves of NATO and NATO member countries have stated more than once that
if Georgia demonstrates a ﬁrm and irreversible adherence towards a peaceful resoluon
of the conﬂicts and takes reasonable measures in this direcon, no maer which polical
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force is in power in Tbilisi, then non-selement of the conﬂict would not be an obstacle
to the integraon.
I will examine separately one of the above listed pessimisc scenarios, namely, Georgia
facing the choice between NATO membership without control over all its territories or control of
all its territories but without NATO membership. Some pro-NATO policians and experts say that
in the face of such a choice it is beer to join NATO, then the EU, and forget about Abkhazia and
South Ossea for awhile. If Georgia is integrated in these structures it has a greater chance of
geng them back in the future.
Another alternave is to surrender uncondionally to Russia again, which most probably
would formally guarantee the territorial integrity of Georgia. Thus, Russia would become
Georgia’s only guarantor with all the inevitable consequences. However, I don’t think it’s likely
that Georgia will face such a diﬃcult choice. Russia regards Georgia’s possible membership in
NATO as an extremely unfriendly step on the part of the alliance. It has stated more than once
that in this case it would take quite severe retaliatory measures (i.e., withdrawal from the CFE,
reinforcement of its military presence closer to the line adjoining NATO). For such retaliatory
acons Russia would also use Abkhazia and South Ossea which would be under Russia’s control.
According to such a scenario, the remaining part of Georgia, to a great extent, would lose its
importance to NATO. Consequently, if Brussels decides in favor of Georgian accession to NATO it
would only makes sense if Georgia is uniﬁed.
Be that as it may, the prospect of Georgia’s accession into NATO brings an absolutely
new dimension to the selement process. Thus, if Georgia starts to implement the Membership
Acon Plan (MAP) the result will be that:
• the West will try to convince Tbilisi to make some compromises to suit Abkhazia in order
to reach a selement;
• The West will try to convince Sukhumi to remain within the framework of reasonable
demands;
• The West will make the utmost eﬀorts to make both sides refrain from hoslies, promising
them the prospect of European integraon.
If events develop in this way, Tbilisi might be forced to give up one of its key demands, the
return of the refugees/IDPs in the foreseeable future because their mass return is the worst of
all possible scenarios for the Abkhaz - the so-called the last bason of defence.
If Georgia becomes a NATO member without resoluon of the conﬂicts then:
• The inﬂuence of Russia in the conﬂict regions will decrease (some observers even say that
Russia will lose interest in the regions because the game would be lost)
• There is danger that Georgia will receive its “carrot” without a “sck” and to some extent
will lose its incenve for compromise (let’s remember the case of Cyprus and the EU).
If events develop in this direcon Tbilisi might be tempted to take a more uncompromising
posion, even with regard to NATO. This might push Tbilisi and the refugees/IDPs toward a
more unceremonious atude towards the Abkhaz, to kindling a revanchisc mood among the
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refugees/IDPs, and that could provoke interethnic confrontaon. It seems that Georgia ought to
exclude such prospects ﬁrmly and clearly, even while it is so far away from joining NATO. Tbilisi
ought to clearly and unambiguously let Brussels know that Georgia does not directly link the
wish to join the alliance with the queson of restoring its territorial integrity and that we are not
going to make NATO a hostage of our internal problems. It is quite possible that we would keep
on implemenng the Membership Acon Plan unl NATO is fully convinced of this. Otherwise,
we could sll scare oﬀ even those NATO member states which support our early integraon.
We cannot rule out a more opmisc scenario, which is that with NATO’s help (or the help
of countries in NATO, or the EU, or the OSCE) eﬀorts will connue to ﬁnd mutually sasfactory
compromises.
Although the prospect of joining NATO seems much more realisc and closer than EU
membership, the European Union, due to many factors that are well know to the conference
parcipants, has great potenal in terms of conﬂict resoluon in Georgia. If we draw parallels
with Cyprus, even given all the diﬀerences between Turkey and Russia, I don’t think that Cyprus’
membership in NATO could have convinced the Turkish Cypriots of the need for compromises
that they are ready to make today. In my opinion, the prospect of Georgia’s EU membership
could help conﬂict resoluon best by taking into account the long-term interests of both sides.
By the way, many experts in Georgia think that the conﬂict could be resolved to mutual beneﬁt if
today we were talking not about integraon in NATO but integraon in the EU. Occasionally some
independent experts in Tbilisi hint that the hypothecal membership of Georgia and Abkhazia in
the EU as two sovereign states could eliminate most of the conﬂict.
Abkhaz society is suspicious about NATO for the following reasons:
• Memory of the Cold War is sll fresh;
• The belief that this military-polical alliance opposes Russia;
• NATO is favorably disposed toward Georgia, and whatever is good for Tbilisi, is bad for
Sukhumi;
• Memory of punishment of “intractable” Serbia is sll fresh (the fact that it brought actual
de-facto independence to separast Kosovo, is of lile consolaon, since Belgrade, like
Sukhumi, is supported by Russia while Tbilisi and Prisna are considered the favorites of
the West).
The EU is aracve to Sukhumi for several reasons:
• It is not a military-polical bloc and consequently it does not pose any threat of aggression
toward Abkhazia;
• The EU is aracve because it is associated with well-being and stability, whereas NATO
is associated with compulsion through military pressure.
In these circumstances the EU’s intensiﬁcaon of polical “… non-selement of the
iniaves, humanitarian, and economic projects could lead the conﬂicts should keep the
alliance from adming
sides out of a stupid, irraonal negoable deadlock and give the Georgia.”
selement an absolutely diﬀerent long-term pragmac dimension.
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This is all the more possible because the EU is more or less acceptable for both sides in the
conﬂict.
In conclusion, it seems that non-selement of the conﬂicts should keep the alliance from
adming Georgia. If NATO decides to grant membership to Georgia it may happen earlier than
the soluon of these complex conﬂicts. Tbilisi understands that and so should Brussels. To bring
Georgia closer to the ﬁnal line of integraon and then to say that it is impossible to proceed any
further due to the conﬂicts means to seek a formal excuse for refusal while the true reason lies
somewhere else.
PAPER: The EU and the Abkhaz Conﬂict in Georgia
Alexandros Yannis. Polical Advisor to the EU Special Representave for the South Caucasus.
Directorate General for External and Polico-Military Aﬀairs, Council of the European Union.
The EU and conﬂicts in South Caucasus.
…The EU is becoming both increasingly aware and keen on playing a more proacve role in eﬀorts
to address the conﬂicts in the region. The EU has several advantages as
an actor promong conﬂict resoluon and stability in the region.
The EU is the biggest peace project of our mes and therefore a living
example of how to successfully address the root causes of conﬂicts
and build sustainable stability. This is the EU’s so power: leading by
example and not by any desire to dictate soluons. This also hopefully
can translate into the EU not being seen as a threat, and even more into
the EU enjoying a considerable degree of conﬁdence among all actors in
the region.
The EU has also a unique transformave power because of its commitment to common
values, such as human rights, the rule of law, free market economy, social jusce. The extension
of the ENP process to the South Caucasus embodies the EU eﬀorts to apply this transformave
inﬂuence in the region and represents a tangible contribuon to eﬀorts to bring stability.
But there is an addional concrete major development in EU’s preparedness and capacity
to play an important role in conﬂict prevenon and resoluon in the region. The EU has over
the last few years developed considerably its instuons and instruments in common foreign
and security policy. First, the EU has developed its polical capabilies. Major examples are the
appointment of Dr Javier Solana as the ﬁrst EU High Representave in 1999, and subsequently the
appointment of a number of EU Special Representaves (EUSR) for
“The EU is the biggest peace
speciﬁc areas and problems such as the EUSR for South Caucasus,
project of our mes and
therefore a living example a post currently held by Ambassador Peter Semneby. And this
of how to successfully ad- has brought concrete results. A major example is the Balkans:
dress the root causes of the EU learned from mistakes in the 1990’s, so by 2001 the EU
conﬂicts and build sustainHigh Representave was playing a crucial role in prevenng the
able stability.”
escalaon of the crisis in Skopje and he was helping to negoate
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the Ohrid Agreement which eﬀecvely seled this crisis. There and elsewhere in the Balkans, the
EU has always worked closely with NATO as a key partner.
But the EU has also seriously over the last few years improved its own operaonal
capabilies to match and support its mediaon and polical iniaves in addressing crises. Since
2003, the EU has launched 16 military and civilian operaons in areas of crises outside its borders,
in the Balkans, the South Caucasus, Africa, Asia and elsewhere. This has helped much the EU to
gain valuable experience and become a credible and full-ﬂedged partner in internaonal eﬀorts
in crisis management.
More concretely, in Georgia, the EU in 2004 launched the THEMIS mission to support
the promoon of the rule of law, and in 2005 the EU also launched the Border Support Team
in Georgia which assists the Georgian Border Guard and other relevant Georgian government
instuons to pursue reforms and to develop their own capabilies.
Future EU involvement in Georgia and the Abkhazian conﬂict.
This involvement is far from over. In line with the overall EU policy objecve of contribuon
to conﬂict prevenon and peaceful selement of conﬂicts in the
region, the EU expressed its commitment in late 2006 to develop “…the EU expressed its
and implement measures aiming, mostly, at restoring conﬁdence commitment in late 2006
to develop and implement
and improving the polical climate in support of conﬂict resoluon
measures aiming, mostly,
processes in Georgia. Such conﬁdence building measures would at restoring conﬁdence
speciﬁcally aim to facilitate contacts and provide incenves for and improving the polical
increased interacon between Tbilisi and the conﬂict regions, climate in support of conﬂict resoluon processes in
decrease isolaon and open up the aﬀected regions to Europe,
Georgia.”
as well as lay the foundaons for problem solving and sustainable
soluons through dialogue and cooperaon.
To follow up this decision, in January 2007 the EU sent a EU expert team to Georgia,
including Abkhazia and South Ossea, in order to examine the situaon on the ground, to
invesgate how exisng EU instruments could be used to promote conﬁdence-building and
conﬂict resoluon and to idenfy concrete potenal conﬁdence building measures which could
be supported by the EU and implemented within the framework of EU-Georgia relaons…
The EU member states together with the EUSR for South Caucasus and the European
Commission discussed at length the expert team mission report and expressed broad support
on nearly all recommendaons for greater EU engagement on conﬁdence building measures.
The EUSR for South Caucasus is currently engaged in consultaons with all actors, the Georgian
government and the authories in both Abkhazia and South Ossea, to idenfy measures agreed
by all concerned where implementaon can start as soon as possible.
Such conﬁdence building measures could include general measures as well as speciﬁc
measures targeng Abkhazia and South Ossea. General projects could include capacity building
and technical assistance in the Georgian Ministry of Conﬂict Resoluon, the Georgian Ministry
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of Civic Integraon to promote minority rights, support for the Georgian customs authories
involving Abkhaz and South Ossean relevant structures as well as EU sponsored internaonal
conferences on conﬂict resoluon and minority rights involving all pares concerned.
More speciﬁc conﬁdence building measures with regard to Abkhazia could include
deployment of an EU police expert with UNOMIG with the aim to ensure liaison with UNOMIG
Police Component in Abkhazia and to facilitate contacts between Georgian and Abkhazian
relevant structures; the appointment of a Customs Advisor for Abkhazia in view of establishing the
parameters of an EU customs project and promong increased contacts between the Georgian
customs and Abkhazia, especially exchange of informaon on customs issues; an invitaon of
relevant Abkhazian structures to parcipate on working-level in the South Caucasus An Drug
programme; an eﬀort to an agreement concerning de-mining issues between pares in order for
the EU to support de-mining acvies in Abkhazia; rehabilitaon of infrastructure (e.g. houses,
equipment of district hospitals, schools, water and sanitaon) as well as business support with
micro-credits for households, credits for SMEs and rural credits and other various agriculture
projects (vaccinaon services, ﬁght against caterpillar pest, extension services, etc); EU support
to idenfy the obstacles in reaching an agreement in rehabilitaon and management of the
Black Sea Railways and ﬁnally, targeted eﬀorts to enhance parcipaon of Abkhazians in academic
exchanges with the EU, informaon campaigns aimed at students at Sukhum/i University and
through the development of European studies courses and related programmes at Sukhum/i
University.
The EU is ready to start implementaon of such conﬁdence building measures as soon
as possible as well as to explore and support further conﬁdence building measures supported
by the pares. Such conﬁdence building measures may not alone be suﬃcient to resolve the
conﬂicts but they can play an important role to decrease tensions, improve the general climate,
re-engage the pares in dialogue and joint projects, decrease isolaon in the conﬂict areas and
generally contribute to strengthen the process of peaceful resoluon of conﬂicts and diminish
the risks of sliding back to violence.
“…such measures could
only be the beginning of
an increased EU role in
contribung to bringing
long-lasng stability in the
region.”

These iniaves are a tangible demonstraon of the
increased commitment of the EU to conﬂict resoluon in the
region. Should the pares connue welcoming increased
Europeanizaon of the internaonal mediaon eﬀorts in the
region, together with the European Neighborhood Policy which
provides the main framework of the EU-South Caucasus relaons,
such measures could only be the beginning of an increased EU
role in contribung to bringing long-lasng stability in the region.

Magdalena Frichova, Internaonal Crisis Group. Tbilisi. My focus is on the peace processes as
such, and since the most asserve aempts for a change of dynamics in these processes have
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come from Tbilisi, I will mainly examine dilemmas posed by recent Georgian strategies toward
the conﬂicts.
We’ve seen over the past year that the negoaons are stalled on all levels in the GeorgianOssean and Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂicts. An important part of that development is, of course, the
new Georgian strategy to change the status quo in these conﬂict resoluon processes. Indeed,
we’ve seen that Georgia is making very powerful moves to change both the peacekeeping
formats of negoaons as such, and also the situaon on the ground. For instance, the whole
recent emergence and then strengthening of Mr. Sanakoev is one such big example. But we will
come back speciﬁcally to this later.
What are the movaons behind Georgia’s new asserve strategy? We’ve already touched
upon a whole range of them during previous sessions. But I’ll just reiterate the main ones. Mr.
Saakashvili…wants to build a powerful uniﬁed Georgia with strong credible instuons, and that
is by not only wanng to reintegrate the conﬂict zones, but also by increasing the capacies of
his power structures and trying to do some reforms in the areas of jusce, criminal jusce, etc.
So we have seen many developments on that front.
Restoraon of territorial integrity has been a key electoral promise as well as a highlight
of his strategy presented to the internaonal community. I think it is, indeed, not far from
imaginable that he is now pushing that agenda more quickly because the promises need to be
delivered, or at least tackled somehow substanally before the elecons next year…
The last point that I would like to dwell on the most is the unprecedented level of Georgia’s
frustraon with the role that Russia is playing in the conﬂict resoluon processes and the conﬂict
regions. The Georgian side is dead-set to counter Russia’s role and involvement. Georgia is on a
mission to prove to the internaonal community that Russia is not an honest broker, that it plays
a destrucve role. We hear the rhetoric in Mr. Saakashvili’s speeches when he talks of Russia’s
aempts to annex Georgia’s territories and to occupy the country.
I think there are some arguments that deserve merit. Some are stronger than others. And
I would also like to stress that the cases of Abkhazia and South Ossea seem very diﬀerent.
In the previous debates, we have already touched on the border security issue. Issues of
border security are crucial in the Georgian argumentaon that conﬂict regions in fact pose a far
reaching regional or even global threat. By raising its lack of control over the Roki Tunnel connecng
Russia’s North Ossea with South Ossea, and claiming arms are
transing the tunnel but possibly also dangerous substances, the “…Georgia feels very vulGeorgian side is powerfully tapping into the current security and nerable to Moscow. Unless
anterrorism discourse, arguing that there is a lack of control that fear is addressed, perhaps by the internaonal
with potenally regional or even wider implicaons. Earlier this community, or even recogyear, arcles appeared debang the smuggling of highly enriched nized by Moscow itself, we
uranium. A situaon which allows for this type of security concern are unlikely to see posive
directly destroys any conﬁdence in the conﬂict resoluon process. developments in the resoluon processes.”
By extension, one of Tbilisi’s lines has been that in order to
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become a provider of security, it needs to contain Russia, at least in terms of its role in the
conﬂict regions.
I also believe that Georgia feels very vulnerable to Moscow. Unless that fear is addressed,
perhaps by the internaonal community, or even recognized by Moscow itself, we are unlikely to
see posive developments in the resoluon processes. This applies parcularly to the GeorgianOssean conﬂict, but also to the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict. Unless the sides recognize that
Georgia’s security fears vis a vis Moscow need to be taken in all seriousness, Georgia is unlikely to
play a construcve role in the current negoaon formats. I want to stress this because we oen
say that Georgia needs to address the security fears of the conﬂict regions. I absolutely agree
with that. I think it is crucial that Tbilisi should address the security fears of the conﬂict regions,
and engage in a discussion of and provide adequate security guarantees, including agreements
on non-use of force, turning down militant rhetoric, make military budgets transparent. But we
must not forget Georgia’s own security concerns. Can the two sets of insecuries be addressed
in parallel? Can there be a mechanism whereby, in a sense, the fears underlying the GeorgianAbkhaz or Ossean and Georgian-Russian conﬂicts were addressed at the same me?…
In its conﬂict resoluon strategies, Tbilisi is emphasizing the
“I think it is crucial that point that Russia must be contained, that Russia is the core source
Tbilisi should address the of problems, and that it is acng with a degree of impunity in the
security fears of the conﬂict regions, and engage in conﬂict regions. The message that Georgia is being threatened
a discussion of and provide from the North is easily one of the most important points that
adequate security guaran- resonate in speeches of the polical elite in Tbilisi.
tees, including agreements
At the same me I think that the Georgian side is by and
on non-use of force, turning down militant rheto- large failing to recognize and address the other crucial aspect
ric, make military budgets of the ethno-territorial dispute with the Abkhaz and Osseans:
transparent.”
the interethnic aspect of the conﬂicts. Tbilisi needs to focus on
extending construcve messages with the conﬂict regions and
convince their populaons of the merit of dialogue or in the future possibly cooperaon, not
trying to contain Russia alone. That will not address the issues that need to be resolved in the
relaonships with the Abkhaz and the Osseans.
… Georgia should try to demonstrate to the populaons of the conﬂict regions that it
can respect their aspiraons and acknowledge their fears. Yes Georgia has detailed a number
of plans stressing its nonviolent or possibly development oriented strategies. At the same me,
these plans have all been unilateral and present soluons for which there is no support in either
of the conﬂict regions. The percepons in South Ossea and Abkhazia seem to be that Tbilisi
is simply failing to even engage in a dialogue. Instead it is preoccupied with delivering on the
demands of peaceful resoluon that the West is placing on Georgia, and delivering on electoral
promises the leadership has locked itself into. So, for instance, when Mr. Nogaideli presented
a peace plan in New York which discussed the need for a speedy peaceful resoluon but was
largely reﬂecve of the Georgian negoang posions, it was not only a non-starter for the
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Abkhaz side, it also fueled concerns or percepons among the Abkhaz that Georgia has lile will
for genuine dialogue on diﬃcult issues, but by stressing its peaceful resoluon aspiraons, it sll
comes across to the internaonal community as being construcve. There has been a growing
sense that Tbilisi is trying to solve the conﬂicts quickly and on its own terms mainly. At the same
me the recent peace iniaves have been to a great degree unilateral and are not viewed in
either Sukhum/i or Tskhinval/i as feasible starng points for any discussion.
This is where I would like to come to the role that internaonal organizaons and NATO in
parcular can play. We’ve discussed from all diﬀerent sides the dilemmas about whether NATO
is actually ready and has the polical will to accept an ally whose accession would bring about a
confrontaon with Russia and who has two unresolved conﬂicts on its territory, where Russian
soldiers serve as peacekeepers. We have also discussed to what degree the Georgia NATO
accession debate can inﬂuence the conﬂict resoluon processes. James said several mes that
there is a consensus in NATO that it is not an organizaon that can provide conﬂict resoluon
know-how. It can only inﬂuence the context. It cannot get involved directly at the moment in the
peace processes. I think that is clear and fair enough.
I do think, however, that an important role that NATO can play at the moment is not only
to impress on Georgia the need for peaceful resoluon, but it should actually provide a mirror
that would reﬂect on how the professed goal is being achieved. There should be strong polical
will in the alliance to be rigorous with cricism and feedback. In a sense the discussion yesterday
was circling around that—NATO is impressing on Georgia the need for conﬂict resoluon, and
Georgia says it is taking steps for peaceful conﬂict resoluon, but the conﬂict regions are not
convinced of this and are not a part of any of that debate. Just how is that feedback to Tbilisi
being given? What are the opons for a more construcvely crical hands-on engagement which
will also consider the needs and fears of the conﬂict regions? Diﬃcult quesons need to be asked
- for instance, Is the Sanokoyev strategy something that is remotely seen by the Osseans as
having potenal for providing new resoluon opportunies? At the moment this is not the case.
What can be done to change the strategy so that it also reﬂects the interests of the Ossean or
Abkhaz constuency?
The debate with the Western partners that Georgia has entered into absolutely must
have very open, honest, and strong feedback. The queson that I think is fair to ask is whether
there has been polical will among the foreign partners to provide that feedback. And in what
ways this has been done - if only behind closed doors, what are the resonances of that in the
society. We touched upon all that yesterday. To push the point further, one perhaps also needs
to disnguish between the role the U.S. and the rest of Western internaonal community have
played. All over the region, the percepon is that the role of the US, especially given the current
administraon, is such that even if Western European partners, for instance, push for a diﬀerent
benchmark, they have a very small case, because in a sense there is such polical resolve on the
side of the American partner. I think this is perhaps one of the most important cricisms that I
oen hear of the shortcomings of the dialogue between Tbilisi and the Western partners. The
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internaonal community needs to consider this before its own credibility in terms of providing
rigorous feedback could be quesoned.
Unless that cricism or that feedback is provided, the Western instuons, including
NATO, risk being instrumentalized by the Georgian partner that does have a monopoly over
access to and dialogue with the conﬂict regions, except for a few internaonal NGOs and the UN
and the OSCE Missions. In the conﬂict regions populaons do not yet seem convinced that the
West so far has the capacity to take their aspiraons seriously. Starng at least from a dialogue
on this of level is crucial… Obviously the challenge is how to develop on this. I think it is quite
clear that Sukhum/i will not be interested in engaging in any discussion or assistance that would
be channeled through Tbilisi.
There has been no interest on the part of the conﬂict regions to get interested in that way.
At the same me Tbilisi has a great wish to use the dialogue with the European and Euro-Atlanc
organizaons to actually get a beer foot in the conﬂict regions, as the example of the debate
about the ENP and its funding mechanisms showed. I don’t have an answer except that direct
communicaon channels must be kept for the alliance to understand the Abkhaz perspecves
from Sukhumi, not through the Tbilisi interpretaons. B it is a queson that needs to be asked…
By way of conclusion, I want to return to the key quesons that must be answered within
the alliance—is NATO ready to accept a country with two internal conﬂicts, and through that
enter into a conﬂict relaonship with Russia? If so, in what ways? These are crucial quesons and
require rigorous thinking and analysis.
My sense from an experience recently in a NATO seminar in Tbilisi is that these quesons
provoke distressed reacons in Tbilisi because they are seen as a threat to Georgian aspiraons.
It is important to ﬁnd a way to speak with the Georgians about these quesons, to actually ask
and address them, and get into a substanve debate even though they are so diﬃcult for the
Georgian side to tackle because they can be perceived as a threat to the aspiraon itself on
which the overall foreign policy and orientaon is built.

DISCUSSION
Archil Gegeshidze. To what extent do you think that the exisng negoang and peacekeeping
formats should be Europeanized?
Alexandros Yannis. We believe that the me has come for the EU to play a more acve role in the
current formats. The OSCE, UN, individual countries, and Russia are our partners. The queson
is how to enable the EU, which is increasing its role and its leverage in the region, to match its
other means with its polical role.

James Mackey. Magdalena, how much independence of acon do the Abkhaz authories have
right now, and how much are they receiving their orders from Moscow? I think this plays a crucial
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role in determining whether the road to peace leads through Sukhumi or through Moscow. For
Vyacheslav, you said that people in Abkhazia go from neutral to opposed in their opinions of
NATO. Are there any concrete measures or ideas that you have for ways that either the Georgian
authories or NATO could address some of these concerns of the Abkhaz people? What are
some of the key fears or key quesons that need to be addressed in order to build conﬁdence?
Can you propose concrete steps that NATO or the Georgian authories can take to address these
issues?
Magdalena Frichova. The 2004 presidenal elecon in Abkhazia was a very strong indicator that
the Abkhaz constuency will not go along with an imposed soluon from Moscow. Since then
the relaonship has become much more nuanced. Even before 2004, Abkhaz civil society has
stressed to us that there is no mispercepon in Abkhazia as to what role Russia is trying to play.
They say that Russia is interested in Abkhazia’s territory and not the people. Since 2004 I’ve
heard this even from Abkhaz de facto oﬃcials. That is also a big indicator to me about change.

Jonathan Cohen. An endlessly important point is the percepons of
Abkhazia in Tbilisi and the preparedness to engage with Abkhazia or
not. I think that within the Georgian government at this me amongst a
number of oﬃcials there is almost a phobia in regard to what’s happening
in Abkhazia. In the last month I’ve had meengs with several ministers
and deputy ministers who have used the word fascisc in describing
Abkhaz society. I think this atude in Tbilisi is quite undermining to
develop adequate approaches to resolve the conﬂict. Yannis, you
made a very important point about focusing on process, and if you get
the process going that will create the terms of success. We have to be
very frank and honest with ourselves about the negoaon process. Rightly or wrongly we’ve
already determined the outcome of the negoaon process with regard to Abkhazia. That is
an absolutely legimate posion within the internaonal community to take, but it also has to
accept that there are consequences to that. One of the consequences is that the Abkhaz are
pushed back into a very defensive posion constantly, because they don’t think they can achieve
what they want through the negoaon process. This feeds into the dynamic of frustraon that
comes from the Georgia authories, because they also feel they’re not geng what they want
from the negoaon process. This heightens the frustraon and leads to certain degrees of
aggressiveness or precipitated behavior. That is something we need to ﬁnd ways to step back
from so that we can think about the process rather than the outcome, and can encourage real
conﬁdence building.
Alexandros Yannis. Jonathan made a point about the process and the outcome. Indeed, the EU
has a posion on Abkhazia, South Ossea and the territorial integrity of Georgia. This does not
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mean that the process, as you said, cannot have a very important impact on making a soluon
within this context, an acceptable soluon to everybody. Today it looks impossible because we
are very far away from the soluon. But we want to contribute to the transformave power of
the process by bringing us closer to a possible soluon. Having a general posion doesn’t mean
that there isn’t a lot of room within these posions where you can do a lot of work.

Liana Kvarchelia. The fundamental ﬂaw in the negoaon process, and in all the processes around
Abkhazia and Georgia lies in the fact that the process itself is ruled by a soluon, and this soluon
reﬂects exclusively Georgia’s aspiraons. What we need is a process that will lead to a soluon
rather than vice versa. This is where the inequality stems from. This inequality also manifests
itself in diﬀering internaonal responses to the steps taken by the conﬂict sides.

Vyacheslav Chirikba. Regarding your queson, James, about the most important fears from the
Abkhaz side about the Georgian accession to NATO. We were part of one state which disintegrated,
and on one beauful day we woke up in another state without being asked whether we want to
be in this state or not. Within a month aer this new state of Georgia which we found ourselves
in was admied into the United Naons it started war against Abkhazia. Georgia gained new
legimacy, new internaonal strength as a sovereign state, which it didn’t have before that. This
was a very painful lesson of recent history which we cannot forget at all. The most important fear
in Abkhazia is that NATO will bring to Georgia so many resources—ﬁnancial, military experse,
counseling, equipment, hardware, soware—that it will make the Georgian army much, much
more powerful than it is now. This will create an enormous imbalance between the capacies of
the Abkhaz army. This is, of course, a direct threat to our security. Another concern of ours is that
the Georgian authories themselves make it no secret that they connect their accession process
and the outcome of this process with the issue of restoring the territorial integrity of Georgia.
This has been made clear by top Georgian oﬃcials, and is heard by Abkhaz society. We haven’t
heard from NATO about its guarantees that it will not allow its capacies to be used against
Abkhazia.

Natella Akaba. We have always appreciated the EU’s sensivity to ethnic
and cultural diversity and concern about the preservaon of cultures.
This is extremely important to the Abkhaz. That’s why we have seen the
EU as an alternave to Russian inﬂuence. But it seems that these are
false expectaons because the EU can’t play as acve a role as NATO.
Everything I’ve heard at this conference conﬁrms my fear that the
mediators in our conﬂict are in compeon with each other and that will
signiﬁcantly hinder progress toward peace.
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Alexandros Yannis. We do not talk in terms of countering Russia’s inﬂuence. We are partners
with Russia. I have said this over and over. We may have a diﬀerent appreciaon of the issues,
but this is legimate among partners. Inside the European Union we have diﬀerent appreciaon
of so many things. This doesn’t make us less of partners. We are trying to Europeanize in terms
of sharing common values, which we think we do--human rights, rule of law, democracy, the
common market, etc. This is what the EU stands for.
Inal Khashig. Under what circumstances, James, would NATO insist that for Georgia to become
a member it will have to sign an agreement that it will resolve its conﬂict with Abkhazia only by
peaceful means?
James Mackey. Will NATO demand a nonaggression treaty before allowing Georgia to move
forward? I will be completely honest with you, I don’t know. NATO is composed of 26 states, each
of which has its own view of the conﬂict. In closing I just want to stress again the importance
of these dialogues. I wholeheartedly agree with you that I hope that the next interacon is not
one that takes place a year from now organized by the Boell Foundaon. We are working to try
to bring Abkhaz and Ossean groups to NATO headquarters. But I stress again that NATO will not
get involved in conﬂict resoluon.
Arda Inal-Ipa. We see that the internaonal organizaons know very well where the border is
between Georgia and Abkhazia. For instance, NATO is only strengthening the Georgian army. The
EC is strengthening the legal system in Georgia, but not in Abkhazia. When it comes to spending
money we see that Europe and the United States, and all internaonal organizaons know where
the border is. The only ﬁnancing to Abkhazia is for conﬁdence building. It’s so naïve to think that
if you strengthen one side of the conﬂict you can build trust between both sides.
Alexandros Yannis. The reacons are quite understandable, because it is a conﬂict. It’s not an
easy situaon, so we understand. This gives us a responsibility to listen more to you and to work
with you for soluons. There is no soluon through the use of force. The EU will remain very ﬁrm
on this. When we diminish the opportunies for violence, and the conﬂict resoluon measures
can only contribute in this direcon, then we can start talking about soluons.
Vakhtang Kolbaya. Several mes James has lamented that no one from
the Georgian government is at this conference, the people who can
inﬂuence policy. The people here, I mean myself, don’t impact policy.
We ask that the EU to convince the Georgian government to be acve in
the negoaon process, and not to walk away from dialogue. I’ve gained
so much from our dialogue, but if we can’t get through to the decision
makers our voices are like a cry for help in the desert. I really understand
Arda’s frustraon with the internaonal community.
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Jan Hendrik van Thiel. I can understand from your perspecve a certain degree of frustraon. I
hope you might understand my frustraon as well. Aer one and a half days of discussion I am a
bit puzzled, even shocked about some of the approaches I heard somemes in the discussions.
The internaonal community, be it the EU or NATO, is oﬀering a certain number of instruments to
develop a democrac society, democrazed armed forces, the rule of law, economic development
infrastructure, etc. That is the logic and it’s absolutely coherent. It is the logic of cooperaon, of
friendship, of stability through ﬁnding common ground. But we are confronted by two pares
that are apparently trying to use our logic to instrumentalize us to parcipate in a conﬂict that
follows the opposite logic. You don’t want to cooperate. There is opposion.

Bruno Coppieters. This was the whole topic of the seminar, the possibility that NATO would get
instrumentalized by one of the pares and that it should not be instrumentalized, and that NATO
should have a posive inﬂuence on the conﬂict, and not worsen it. I think that the fear of being
instrumentalized is completely legimate.
Slava Chirikba has clearly explained that there is a whole polical environment that makes
it impossible that NATO would support a unilateral Georgian military intervenon in Abkhazia.
But on the other side there are objecve consequences of Georgia’s entry into NATO, and that is
the increased asymmetry between the conﬂicts. It is not enough to say that you have two pares
that must come to an agreement. Those two pares are in an unequal relaonship, both to the
EU and surely to NATO. NATO membership would increase this asymmetry, and like Slava says, it
could threaten the survival of Abkhazia. What will NATO do about this?

Jan Hendrik van Thiel. It frustrates me that we are discussing the possibility that NATO might be
an ally for war, for a violent resoluon of such a conﬂict. This is so far away from our reasoning,
from our objecves, from our approach that it is unacceptable. It is frustrang. Having said that,
by no means does NATO want or accept being drawn into a violent soluon of the conﬂict. This
must be enrely out of the discussion. It is not an opon. You say objecvely that it might be
instrumentalized in a way that creates condions that might make violent conﬂict resoluon
more probable. I don’t believe that at all. Why? James explained one point very strongly and at
length. What the EU and NATO are doing through processes of partnership and neighborhood
policy is changing one part of the equaon, one actor. Now Bruno says that objecvely there is
the creaon of an asymmetric situaon that is freezing conﬂict. If you accept the premises of
this reasoning then you come to this result. But I don’t accept these premises. In my opinion
it is unfair to say that if a conﬂict is deeply rooted and is not moving for a long me, and then
one of the actors is entering an internaonal organizaon that has a restraining inﬂuence and a
democracally changing inﬂuence on him, makes him a more responsible actor, is then responsible
for the fact that this organizaon is not solving this conﬂict that he is in for a long, long me. I
think that is asking too much of the EU of NATO. If Abkhazia and Georgia don’t come to terms
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with their conﬂict it is certainly not the responsibility of NATO in an asymmetric situaon. NATO
and the EU will give instruments to work beer together. They will hinder one actor, in this case
the Georgian government, from using force to solve the problem.

Archil Gegeshidze. When we came to this conference we had an a priori feeling that the process
of Georgia’s accession to NATO has and will have an impact on the conﬂict in Abkhazia. Our
discussions have revealed even more quesons about this than we had inially. We’ll be leaving
with more unanswered quesons than answered ones. The discussions have also revealed,
understandably, that our Abkhaz colleagues and perhaps some of our other parcipants have seen
this process more of a danger than a soluon to the problem. Nevertheless, it is very likely that
this process of Georgia’s accession to NATO will connue further. So we have to ﬁnd answers to
all possible quesons that this process might generate. There is an obvious lack of understanding
about NATO’s genuine objecves, capabilies and the role it can play in the conﬂict in Abkhazia.
More clariﬁcaon is needed in both sociees, but especially in Abkhaz society. In more general
terms Abkhaz society needs help in being exposed to the outside world, not only just to NATO,
but also to the EU and to the world at large.

Paata Zakareishvili. I regret that there’s been no dialogue between the Georgians and the Abkhaz
ever since Georgia has won the uncrical support of the West. There were negoaons, but they
ended when the West began supporng Georgia without reservaon. As a Georgian cizen I fear
that the methods being used will not resolve the conﬂict.

Jan Hendrik van Thiel. If the government of Georgia or any other party in this conﬂict uses
its contact with internaonal organizaons in the internal sphere to present a posion that is
actually not agreed upon by this internaonal organizaon, and helps to heat up the conﬂict, it is
our responsibility to do something about this. We give clear messages to our interlocutors who
abuse these contacts that this is not welcome and should not be done.

Walter Kaufmann. On behalf of Paula Garb, represenng the Center for Cizen Peacebuilding at
UCI, and myself, represenng the Heinrich Boell Foundaon, the co-organizers of this conference,
I thank everyone who parcipated with such interesng and important presentaons, comments,
and quesons.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Use NATO’s extensive public diplomacy program to beer inform the people and their
leaders in Georgia/Abkhazia about the organizaon’s values, principles, and policies. The
public diplomacy program supports a wide range of academic research between state
pares that are either members or potenal members. The purpose of such parcipaon is
to expand horizons, and broaden debate. Include in such projects people from unrecognized
enes. There are sensivies, it is necessary to resist requests from governments that
might be against parcipaon of people from unrecognized enes. NATO does not need
to recognize the jurisdicons. It can do this without implicit recognion of Abkhazia. If
the voices from the unrecognized enes could be heard through various projects or
regional organizaons, the conﬂicts would be easier to resolve. Conduct a more proacve
public diplomacy eﬀort in Georgia to explain NATO’s limitaons, objecves, and policies
toward Georgia without necessarily cricizing the government. Develop more explicit
condionality linked to peaceful conﬂict resoluon, as was done with Serbia and Bosnia
and Herzegovina in the Balkans.
•

Open direct channels of communicaon between NATO/EU and Abkhaz civil society and
Georgian civil society. Abkhaz society needs help in being exposed to the outside world, not
only to NATO, but also to the EU and to the world at large.

•

Implement a wide range of conﬁdence building measures through the EU, other regional
organizaons, and internaonal organizaons. Break the suspicion and lack of trust on
the part of the Abkhaz ﬁrst and foremost toward NATO. Parcipants whole- heartedly
supported the EU’s proposed conﬁdence building measures: deployment of an EU police
expert with UNOMIG to ensure liaison with the UNOMIG Police Component in Abkhazia and
to facilitate contacts between Georgian and Abkhaz relevant structures; the appointment
of a Customs Advisor for Abkhazia in view of establishing the parameters of an EU customs
project and promong increased contacts between Georgian customs and Abkhazia,
especially exchange of informaon on customs issues; an invitaon of relevant Abkhaz
structures to parcipate on a working level in the South Caucasus An Drug Program; an
eﬀort to an agreement concerning demining issues between pares in order for the EU
to support demining acvies in Abkhazia; rehabilitaon of infrastructure (e.g. houses,
equipment of district hospitals, schools, water and sanitaon) as well as business support
with micro credits for households, credits for SMEs and rural credits and other various
agriculture projects (vaccinaon services, ﬁght against caterpillar pest, extension services,
etc); EU support to idenfy the obstacles in reaching an agreement in rehabilitaon and
management of the Black Sea Railways and ﬁnally, targeted eﬀorts to enhance parcipaon
of Abkhaz in academic exchanges with the EU, informaon campaigns aimed at students at
Sukhumi University and through the development of European studies courses and related
programs at Sukhumi University.
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•

The EU and EC should consider establishing a European university in Abkhazia. Parcipants
realize that this would be a major undertaking, and recommend that meanwhile a Europe
House could be established in Sukhum/i to serve as an informaon agency.

•

Change the oﬃcial negoaon format within the legal constraints of internaonal
organizaons in order to concentrate more on a process of creave and construcve eﬀorts
toward a mutually sasfactory resoluon of the conﬂict rather than try to ﬁt a prescribed
outcome to a process. Parcipants understand that the internaonal community has
to adhere to internaonal law, and cannot act with de facto states on the same level as
with internaonally recognized states. At the same me they argued that because the
outcome of the negoaon process with regard to Abkhazia has been predetermined the
consequences are that the Abkhaz retreat into a defensive posion, because they cannot
get their interests met in the negoaon process. This feeds into the dynamic of frustraon
that comes from the Georgia authories, because they also feel they’re not geng what
they want from the negoaon process. This heightens the frustraon and leads to certain
degrees of aggressiveness or precipitated behavior.

•

NATO should encourage the Georgian government to sign the declaraon on nonresumpon
of hoslies, and to disconnue making statements about reserving the right to use force.
This reservaon of the right to use force undermines any declaraons of peaceful intenons.
It undermines the percepon of peaceful intenons from the interlocutor on the other
side. That is very damaging to any noon of conﬁdence. Very high ranking NATO oﬃcials
when vising Georgia should make clear statements in parliament that NATO accession is
possible only in the case of peaceful resoluon of conﬂicts. Several Georgian parcipants
advocated that Georgia provide such a guarantee and sign the exisng document.

•

NATO and the EU should encourage the Georgian and Abkhaz authories to allow oﬃcials
to parcipate in nongovernmental Abkhaz-Georgian conﬁdence building meengs.
Parcipants expressed regret that invited Georgian oﬃcials declined to aend this
conference, and therefore Abkhaz oﬃcials declined to parcipate. It is feasible to have
an extremely construcve and creave environment such as the one at this conference
and the hundreds of other meengs that nongovernmental organizaons have convened
over the past 15 years. It is, however, diﬃcult to take the insights from this forum into the
wider public or into the polical domain. NATO and the EU have a degree of weight that
the nongovernmental organizaons do not. If that weight could inﬂuence the way in which
the governments are prepared to communicate across the conﬂict in nongovernmental and
unoﬃcial formats and to their sociees, it would contribute greatly to conﬁdence building
and peaceful conﬂict resoluon.
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•

NATO oﬃcials should seek every opportunity to answer all possible quesons that arise
about how this process of NATO accession can guarantee peace and stability in the conﬂict
zones. The conference discussions revealed an obvious lack of understanding about NATO’s
objecves, capabilies and the role it can play in the Georgian-Abkhaz conﬂict. More
clariﬁcaon is needed in both sociees. Parcipants noted that discussions resulted in
even more quesons about these issues than they had inially, and le with unanswered
quesons than answered ones. The discussions also showed that the Abkhaz colleagues, as
well as some others, regard the Georgian NATO accession process as more of a danger than
a soluon to the conﬂict.

•

Some coordinaon, a division of labor and synergy is needed between NATO and the EU
to promote their agendas in the region. It is increasingly obvious that the conﬂict is an
important factor that is becoming an impediment to the fulﬁllment of the agendas that
separately NATO and the EU are set to implement in Georgia. Discussions revealed that
individually, neither NATO nor the EU can tackle this obstacle. Each instuon may have
leverage in diﬀerent spheres that could promote peaceful conﬂict resoluon. In a parallel
process NATO should consider clarifying in Abkhazia its goals and objecves in this region.
In this regard, NATO informaon centers, workshops, and visits to Brussels will be helpful.
The EU should promote its values, establish elements of polical, legal, and administrave
systems in Abkhazia, and think about how it should be done parallel to the exisng
frameworks that the EU has with Georgia.
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